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RESEARCH REPORT

Who’s on First? Gender Differences in Performance on the
SAT ® Test on Critical Reading Items With Sports and Science
Content
Kay Chubbuck, W. Edward Curley, & Teresa C. King
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, NJ

This study gathered quantitative and qualitative evidence concerning gender differences in performance by using critical reading material on the SAT test with sports and science content. The fundamental research questions guiding the study were: If sports and science
are to be included in a skills test, what kinds of material are appropriate for fair and valid assessments? Does item type matter with
regard to differential item functioning (DIF)? What factors can provide explanations for the different levels of difficulty, discrimination, and DIF exhibited? Do differences in students’ interest in and familiarity with the material affect their performance? From data
gathered during the two phases of our research, it appears that most sports and science material of the sort used in this study should
be permissible in a skills test. Particularly in the context of a long passage, in which most information needed to answer an item is
provided, very little material appears to be too “specialized.” From participants’ statements during cognitive interviews, it seems that
interest in and/or familiarity with a subject has little impact on performance—despite previous research to the contrary. On the basis
of our observations, we recommend the following: (a) use more than one type of statistic to evaluate differential item functioning; (b)
consider the amount of context provided with an item rather than just the particular content of an item; and (c) when possible, use data
rather than assumptions about gender bias to make decisions about test content that may generate differential item functioning.
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The SAT test is taken primarily by college-bound juniors and seniors in U.S. high schools. Rather than measuring knowledge of particular content (such as biology or history), the SAT is a skills test whose critical reading sections (SAT-CR)
have historically measured knowledge of the meanings of words; the ability to understand how sentences fit together logically; and the ability to understand, analyze, evaluate, and draw inferences from reading passages of varying lengths. At
the time of this research, the SAT-CR included two item types (sentence completions and passage-based reading questions), and the material in the SAT-CR was not determined by any specific curriculum. Instead, the words, sentences, and
reading passages were intended to be fair and valid for high school juniors and seniors, related to their future success in
college.
A skills test that is fair and valid for predicting performance in college for its intended population as a whole should also
be fair and valid for the gender and ethnic groups of examinees who comprise that population. In addition to traditional
item analysis (IA), which measures the difficulty and discrimination of test questions for the entire sample, differential item
functioning (DIF) statistics can be used to identify test questions on which groups of examinees, matched for ability (as
indexed by total test scores), perform differently. During the 1980s and 1990s, many studies of the SAT were conducted at
Educational Testing Service (ETS) and elsewhere to analyze and report on sources of DIF for various groups of examinees
(see Bleistein, Schmitt, & Curley, 1990; Bleistein & Wright, 1987; Schmitt, 1988; Schmitt, Curley, Bleistein, & Dorans,
1988; Schmitt & Dorans, 1990). This research informed both the procedures used at ETS to evaluate DIF and the practices
documented in the ETS Guidelines for Fairness Review of Assessments (ETS, 2009). This same research has served to direct
item writing and test assembly for the SAT-CR over the past 35 years.
Specifically, the ETS Guidelines for Fairness Review of Assessments (ETS, 2009) urged test developers to “avoid cognitive
sources of construct-irrelevant variance.” To this end, Guideline 1 states that skills tests should “avoid unnecessarily specialized vocabulary unless such vocabulary is important to the construct being assessed.” The very next sentence, however,
makes an important point: “What is considered unnecessarily specialized requires judgment.” The same holds true for the
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various topics that are covered in the reading passages that appear on skills tests such as the SAT-CR. They should not
be unnecessarily specialized; however, professional judgment is required to make such distinctions, and whenever possible, such judgments about vocabulary and reading passages should be informed by statistical data and the occasional
qualitative information that are gathered directly from the population of examinees who actually take the examination.
The question of what constitutes specialized is, therefore, paramount for a skills test such as the SAT-CR. The purpose of
this study is to explore this question by analyzing material in two content areas of interest: sports and science. Since 1986,
sports content has been largely avoided in the SAT, in part because of historically different access by gender to school sports
and a presumption that females would therefore be disadvantaged during testing if such material were to be included.
Willingham and Cole (1997) used data gathered in the 1980s to stipulate that sports content should be avoided in skills
testing: “[F]ootball in the case of women” is “irrelevant to what is being measured but may affect performance because
that context is less familiar” (p. 363). Differences in sports interests and experiences had led to differing performance on
items with a sports context; therefore, prohibiting sports content in the SAT seemed a reasonable decision at that time in
the interest of promoting test fairness.
By 2007, however, Title IX had brought about major changes. Female participation in high school athletics had
increased 904% and female participation in college athletics had increased 456% since the federal law went into effect
in 1975, per the Women’s Sports Foundation (2008), suggesting a transformation so thorough as to call into question
the continued relevance of earlier observations. This change is reflected in the ETS Guidelines for Fairness Review of
Assessments (ETS, 2009), which stated that sports content may now be used in skills testing provided that the item does
not require specialized knowledge, such as how many points a field goal is worth. Nonetheless, some test developers
remain skeptical about the inclusion of sports content, even in general terms. As recently as 2013, sports were still being
singled out in mandatory fairness training sessions for test developers at ETS as a possible source of construct-irrelevant
variance out of concern that such material might discriminate against female test takers.
Unlike sports content, science content has long been a part of the specifications for SAT-CR. As Nancy Cole noted in
The ETS Gender Study in 1997, the gender difference in performance on science items has for some time been “essentially
zero. The familiar math and science advantage for males … [is] significantly smaller than 30 years ago” (p. 3). Indeed,
both male and female test takers can be presumed to have significantly greater familiarity with science than in the past.
According to research conducted by the College Board (CB), 61% of SAT test takers in 2011 reported 4 or more years of
science course work, compared with 40% of SAT test takers in 1991. Similar changes were not observed in other subjects.
For example, there was a 2% decrease in the number of students reporting 4 or more years of English/language arts course
work during the same period (SAT Update, 2011). Yet in selecting science passages for skills testing, consideration has long
been given to whether such passages might be deemed unduly specialized. Additionally, a pattern of DIF against females
on sentence completion (SNCP) items with science content on the SAT-CR has persisted. In 2010, a 5-year analysis of
SAT-CR SNCPs that had yielded extreme levels of DIF showed that 57% of items that had disadvantaged females included
science content in either the stem or the options, with a particular pattern of difference surrounding the words camouflage,
eclipse, migratory, plateau, pioneer, and velocity when those words were used as the item keys. Such data call into question
why female test takers performed differently than male test takers when matched for ability. Was some aspect of the item
type causing the variance, as opposed to the item content alone? Or was it simply a lack of familiarity with certain terms
or topics from the domain of science, about which it would be hard to generalize?
To address these concerns, this study was designed to gather both quantitative and qualitative evidence concerning
real and perceived differences in performance between males and females on SAT-CR material with sports and science
content. The following are the fundamental research questions guiding the study:
•
•
•

If sports and science are to be included in the SAT-CR, what kinds of material are appropriate on which to base fair
and valid score-based inferences?
What constitutes specialized material for these content areas?
Does item type matter with regard to DIF? Namely, are there observable differences in performance on SNCP versus
reading-based items as well as on reading-based items for short passages versus long passages?
Phase 1: Quantitative Study, 2009–2010

With CB approval and ETS Research and Development funding support, a range of SAT-CR sports and science material
was developed for testing in 2009 and 2010. Passage-based reading questions and a variety of sports and science SNCPs
2
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Table 1 SAT-CR Material Approved and Developed for the Study

Sentence completions
Short reading passages
Long reading passages
Total passage-based items

Sports

Science

17
2
3
57

20
4
1
32

were written, reviewed, and approved. This included all required content reviews and fairness approvals. Before any material can appear in a test, its content must be approved as being in alignment with the ETS Guidelines for Fairness Review
of Assessment (ETS, 2009). The sports and science material in each item type that was part of this study during its 2-year
development cycle is shown in Table 1. Note that some of the item types have relatively small counts; this was a limitation
of the study.
In addition, a single variant of some of the sports and science SNCPs was developed during 2009, the first year of
the study. These items maintained the sentence structure and idiom of the original item and included identical answer
choices, but the content was changed from sports or science to a more neutral subject for the purposes of identifying, as
much as possible, whether it was the content of the item or the vocabulary in the answer choices that most affected the
item’s statistics. Samples are provided in the “Results and Discussion” sections for this phase of the report.
All of the study items were embedded in nonscored variable sections of the SAT, along with other nonstudy new
material being tried out to collect statistical data. Each of these sections was taken by approximately 3,500 test takers representing the typical SAT population in terms of gender and ethnicity. (It was not part of this study to examine crossover
DIF effects, although those data were gathered on the items.) Great care was taken to ensure that none of these nonscored
sections had an inappropriate amount of sports or science content. For those SNCPs that had variants, the variants were
located in parallel nonscored sections and in identical item positions as the original SNCPs on which they were based.
Each set of passage-based reading items was likewise split into two groups of items and administered in parallel nonscored sections along with the study passages, just as nonstudy new reading passages and items are tried out to collect
statistical data on their performance prior to being used in operational testing. In this way, every nonscored section looked
like an operational section in an effort to ensure appropriate examinee motivation as well as comparable difficulty and
speededness of sections.
Just as each passage and item received all of the usual reviews and approvals, each of the nonscored sections in which
study items appeared had all of the usual ETS and CB content reviews before being tried out as part of an operational
exam package. Each section was administered to a spaced random sample of at least 3,500 SAT examinees along with the
full regular operational form of the test. After the administration, data on the study items were analyzed in three different
ways:
•
•
•

traditional IA to determine item difficulty and discrimination;
traditional Mantel–Haenszel (MH) DIF analysis (Holland & Thayer, 1988) to determine MH values and ETS DIF
categories for each item; and
standardized (STAND) DIF analysis (Dorans & Kulick, 1983, 1986) to provide additional information about the
performance of males and females (as well as ethnic group members) on the study items.

Both the MH and STAND methods identify DIF after partitioning the reference group (in this study, males) and the
focal group (in this study, females) into subgroups with the same score on a relevant matching variable (in this study, the
regular operational SAT-CR form). While there are some differences between the MH and STAND methods (Dorans,
2013; Dorans & Holland, 1992), the DIF estimates computed by the two methods are highly correlated (in the upper .90s);
they tend to yield the same rank order of items with respect to DIF (Dorans, 1989; Holland & Thayer, 1988; Wright, 1987).
Moreover, by including only those examinees who reached an item in the calculation of the DIF value for that item, an
attempt is made to mitigate the effects of differential speededness on the values of the DIF indices (Schmitt & Bleistein,
1987).
In the STAND analysis, an item is said to exhibit DIF when the probability of correctly answering the item is lower
or higher for examinees from one group than for equally able examinees from another group when matched for ability
as judged by performance on the test as a whole. The basic elements of a STAND analysis are proportions correct for
ETS Research Report No. RR-16-26. © 2016 Educational Testing Service
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the reference and the focal groups at each level of the matching criterion. The standardized difference in expected item
performance (STD-EISDIF) index quantifies DIF. It can be expressed in the p metric (i.e., percentage of examinees who
selected an answer choice). In this metric, the index can range from −1 to +1, or from −100% to 100%. Negative values
of STD-EISDIF indicate that the item favors the reference group, whereas positive values indicate that the item favors
the focal group. STD-EISDIF values between −0.05 (−5%) and +0.05 (5%) are considered negligible. STD-EISDIF values
outside the −0.10 and +0.10 (−10% and 10%) range merit careful investigation. For exploratory research purposes, a
cutoff of |STD-EISDIF| ≥ 0.05 is sometimes used to identify items for investigation. In addition to calculating STD-EISDIF
values for the key (correct answer choice) to an item, differences in the standardized proportion of responses for each
distractor (incorrect answer choice) are also computed and studied to clarify the effects of the hypothesized DIF factors
(Dorans, Schmitt, & Bleistein, 1992). The STD-EISDIF uses all available males and females to “match” males to the female
group.
The MH procedure for DIF analysis computes ratios of the conditional odds of successful reference group performance
over the conditional odds of successful focal group performance at each score level and then averages these ratios across all
score levels. In the calculation of the average ratio, statistically optimal weights are used for each ratio. The MH method
provides an estimate of the constant odds ratio. The MH statistic is transformed to the delta metric, which is used to
indicate item difficulty in the ETS test development process. To obtain a delta, the proportion correct (p) is converted to a zscore via a p-to-z transformation using the inverse of the normal cumulative function, followed by a linear transformation
to a metric with a mean of 13 and a standard deviation of 4. Large values in a delta metric, such as 16 or 18, correspond
to difficult items, whereas easy questions have small delta values, such as 7 or 9. This is the opposite of proportion correct
in that higher does not equal easier. The MH estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric (MH D-DIF) ranges
from negative infinity to infinity, with a value of 0 indicating no DIF. MH D-DIF values between −1.00 and +1.00 are
considered negligible. MH D-DIF values outside the −1.50 to +1.50 range merit careful investigation. For exploratory
research purposes, a cutoff of |MH D-DIF| ≥ 1.00 may be used. As with the STD-EISDIF index, positive values of MH DDIF favor the focal group, whereas negative values disadvantage the focal group. Note that MH D-DIF can be calculated
only for the key of each item, not for the distractors, which limits the usefulness of the MH statistic for research such
as that being conducted in this study. For a complete description and comparison of the STD-EISDIF and MH D-DIF
statistics, refer to Dorans and Holland (1992).
In the present study, DIF categorization of items was made on the basis of the standard ETS DIF operational item
screening classifications (Petersen, 1988). These classifications are as follows:
•
•
•

A items have an MH D-DIF not significantly different from zero (at the .05 level) or an absolute value less than 1.00.
C items have an absolute value of MH D-DIF of at least 1.50 and significantly greater than 1.00 (at the .05 level).
B items are those that are neither A nor C.

Note that the analysis of DIF for the SAT involves a two-step process to refine the matching criteria. First, the total
test raw score on the SAT-CR operational form is used as the matching criterion to determine DIF for each of the 67
operational items that appear on that test form. Second, on the basis of that initial analysis, any operational item with
an extreme DIF value (C DIF) favoring the reference group in a comparison with a particular focal group is removed as
part of the total score that is used to match that particular focal group with the reference group. Thus a refined matching
criterion is determined for each focal group comparison for use in the subsequent DIF analysis.
Results and Discussion
Sports Content in Sentence Completion Items
Seventeen SNCPs with sports content were administered as part of this study, and only one of those items showed a large
(16%) difference in performance between matched groups of females and males. Five other SNCPs with sports content
were classified as C DIF against females using the MH statistic, but four of those five were easy items for the total population
(ranging from 𝛿 = 6.9 to 8.3), and the fifth was very hard (𝛿 = 16.5). All five of these easy and hard items that were classified
as C DIF actually showed small (5–6%) differences between matched groups of females and males when using the STDEISDIF statistic. It should be noted that categorizing such items as C DIF occurs because the MH D-DIF is unbounded
at the two ends of the scale, unlike the STD-EISDIF statistic, which represents differences in proportions correct on a
bounded scale of 0–100 (Dorans & Holland, 1992). Although the DIF estimates derived by these two methods are highly
4
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correlated, they tend to differ most often with the easiest and the hardest SAT items. MH D-DIF on these kinds of items
is sometimes called artifactual because the C DIF classification does not reflect a sizable difference in the performance of
the focal group and the reference group. Rather, the classification is an artifact (i.e., an unintended or misleading effect)
of the unbounded scale, representing a difference of less than 10%.
The remaining 11 SNCPs with sports content showed A DIF or B DIF for the male–female comparison and covered
the full range of difficulty (𝛿 = 5 to 15). All but one of the 17 sports SNCPs had acceptable discrimination for the total
population. The 𝛿 = 15 item had an r-biserial of .09, which indicates that the item did not discriminate appropriately
among the higher and lower scoring students based on the test takers’ performance on the operational sections of the
SAT-CR. The r-biserial is the correlation between performance on an individual item and performance on the overall set
of items (the exam). An item with an r-biserial lower than .2 is not discriminating in helpful ways among the more able
and less able test takers.
Table 2 includes 11 of the 17 SNCPs with sports content: first, the item with the greatest male–female C DIF, then the
five items with artifactual male–female C DIF (i.e., small differences in performance), and finally, five of the remaining
11 items that showed A DIF or B DIF for the male–female comparison.
It should be noted, first of all, that none of these research items is overly specialized in its discussion of sports; none
includes specialized sports terminology in the answer choices (although there is some sports terminology in the question
stems); and none requires detailed knowledge of the rules, strategies, or history of a particular sport. As stated previously,
the SAT-CR is a general skills test that should not measure specialized content knowledge in any of its items. The question
is whether the mere reference to a sport, an athlete, or a particular sports-related issue will adversely affect the performance
of females matched in ability with males. Our analysis of these 17 SNCPs seems to provide evidence that the mere presence
of sports terminology did not result in DIF at a level that would cause concern.
Where the sports context did seem to matter was in the stem of one of the items in which sports vocabulary was
used to establish the context for the answer options. This usage led to the greatest difference between males and females
in performance when matched for ability. More specifically, in the first item in Table 2, the statement, “did not hesitate
to body check opponents into the boards,” points directly to the key, a “physical” style of play—but to understand this
connection, test takers needed to be able to decode the phrase “body check” as meaning more than just careful observation.
This task seems to have been more challenging for female than for male test takers: There was a 16% difference. The data
indicate that matched females who did not select the key (E) primarily chose option (A) “methodical” and option (C)
“cunning”—6% more often than matched males for each of these options. This suggests that “body check” is a term with
which female test takers are less familiar than male test takers are, or it is a term that they interpret differently than males
when matched for ability. See the section, “Phase 2: Qualitative Study, 2011–2012,” for a more detailed discussion of
this item.
That said, the use of sports terminology in the stems of items did not always produce such stark differences in performance. For example, in the second item in Table 2, the statement “play 18 holes of golf in ten under par one day and
fail to break par the next day” could also be construed as moderately technical, yet matched females selected the key,
“inconsistent,” only 5% less often than matched males did. The item is classified as C DIF, but the DIF is artifactual. Nor
did females select any of the incorrect choices significantly more often than matched males did. Notably, this discussion
about golf is longer than the phrase “body check,” and the inclusion of the word “fail” with regard to the golfer’s performance on the second day as compared to the golfer’s performance on the first day may have helped test takers to select
the key “inconsistent,” regardless of their familiarity with the topic.
Even more notable are the results for the football item, the ninth item in Table 2. Although football is not mentioned
explicitly in the item, the stem is full of specific terms and descriptions about football: “star wide receiver,” “over 80
catches,” “passing skills,” and “an incredibly strong and accurate throwing arm.” Yet the item was A DIF, showing only a
3% difference in performance between matched females and males. Again, it is possible that the increased context provided
in the stem helped test takers to identify the key regardless of the sports context.
A similar statistical pattern is seen in several other items in Table 2. In the field hockey item, the key (C) draws only 5%
fewer females than males when matched for ability while distractor (D) draws only 3% more females than males. In the
short-track skating item—a very difficult question answered correctly by only 13% of the total population—the key (E)
draws only 6% fewer females than males when matched for ability, whereas 3% more females than males chose to omit
the item. Similar results are seen with the bobsledding and marathon items.
ETS Research Report No. RR-16-26. © 2016 Educational Testing Service
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2

2

G8-30

F5-30

4

2

G8-06

G8-24

Item number

Test

16.5

8.3

7.2

8.9

Equated delta

0.51

0.69

0.64

0.47

r-biserial

−1.76

−1.51

−1.68

−2.96

MH D-DIF

C

C

C

C

ETS DIF category

1
1
1
−1
−6
3

0
0
−5
3
1
0

2
1
−5
0
2
1

6
1
6
1
−16
1

STD-EISDIFa

Table 2 Eleven SAT-CR Sentence Completion Items With Sports Content Administered in the Study

Known for his — — style of play, James did not hesitate to body check
opponents into the boards as he shot the puck across the ice toward the
hockey goal.
(A) methodical
(B) inconsistent
(C) cunning
(D) adaptable
(E) physicalb
(OMITS)
Performance on the golf course is often — —: a professional golfer can
play 18 holes in ten under par one day and fail to break par the next day.
(A) enjoyable
(B) profitable
(C) inconsistentb
(D) uninteresting
(E) deliberate
(OMITS)
Although the precise — — of field hockey remains a mystery,
4,000 year-old drawings found in the Nile River valley of Egypt — —
men apparently swinging sticks at a round object.
(A) contribution … forecast
(B) purpose … denounce
(C) origin … depictb
(D) significance … portray
(E) fate … illustrate
(OMITS)
Injuries are — — among short-track skaters: they occur so routinely that
short track is often described as roller derby on ice.
(A) nondescript
(B) mercurial
(C) tractable
(D) puerile
(E) rifeb
(OMITS)

Item text
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Item number

4

4

5

7

Test

F5-18

G8-04

F5-32

F5-26

Table 2 Continued
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14.5

10.9

7.0

6.9

Equated delta

0.35

0.66

0.55

0.41

r-biserial

1.10

−1.04

−2.32

−2.61

MH D-DIF

B

B

C

C

ETS DIF category

−1
9
−2
−4
0
−2

2
−1
2
3
−7
1

3
1
0
−6
2
1

0
2
−5
2
0
1

STD-EISDIFa

The bobsled team reached a peak speed of 120 miles per hour, a —— that
almost set a new world record.
(A) vulnerability
(B) longevity
(C) velocityb
(D) durability
(E) dependability
(OMITS)
With an official distance of more than 42 kilometers, the marathon is a
true test of ——: it takes most runners many grueling hours to
complete.
(A) dexterity
(B) teamwork
(C) opportunity
(D) staminab
(E) independence
(OMITS)
Though China’s Shaolin temple is celebrated primarily as the birthplace of
kung fu, most other martial arts can —— their —— to the ancient
monastery as well.
(A) expose … ancestry
(B) compare … inception
(C) attribute … dissolution
(D) demonstrate … superiority
(E) trace … genesisb
(OMITS)
While competing in the Tour de France, the cyclist was remarkably ——:
on the bike, he was unsmiling, and during public appearances, he was
—— to the point of being unresponsive.
(A) accessible … cagey
(B) aloof … reticentb
(C) supercilious … deferential
(D) gregarious … taciturn
(E) cantankerous … voluble
(OMITS)

Item text
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7

8

2

F5-20

10.4

11.3

7.9

Equated delta

0.42

0.56

0.48

r-biserial

−0.03

−0.54

−0.97

MH D-DIF

A

A

A

ETS DIF category

1
−1
0
0
1
1

0
−1
−4
3
1
1

1
−3
1
0
1
1

STD-EISDIFa

As a star wide receiver with over 80 catches this year, Smith rarely has a
chance to —— his passing skills in games, but he has an incredibly
strong and accurate throwing arm.
(A) placate
(B) exhibitb
(C) begrudge
(D) restrict
(E) neglect
(OMITS)
Already a widely recognized figure in the field of gymnastics, Nadia
Comaneci attained worldwide —— when she became the first gymnast
to score a perfect ten in Olympic competition.
(A) disgrace
(B) prudence
(C) renownb
(D) integrity
(E) humility
(OMITS)
Baseball player “Cool Papa” Bell ——— that he was so fast, he could turn
out the lights and be in bed before the room got dark, a claim that was
clearly ——.
(A) confessed … anecdotal
(B) bragged … circumspect
(C) boasted … hyperbolicb
(D) quibbled … spurious
(E) professed … credible
(OMITS)

Item text

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.
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3

F5-24

F5-38

Item number

Test

Table 2 Continued
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It is worth noting that some sports items appear to have advantaged female test takers, though this may have had little to
do with the sports content provided in the item. For example, the SNCP in Table 2 about the cyclist in the Tour de France
is of above average difficulty (𝛿 = 14.5) for the total population, with 9% more females than matched males selecting the
key (B). Yet how much does answering this item correctly rely on the specific context of the Tour de France? In this case,
it seems to have been more critical to understand the description of the demeanor of the cyclist and to be familiar with
the words “aloof” and “reticent”—factors that seem to have advantaged females over males when matched for ability. For
this item, the sports context seems less relevant than the ability to decipher human behavior—an arena in which females
have traditionally outperformed males (Halpern, 1992). Something similar could perhaps be said for the sports item about
“Cool Papa” Bell. It shows no difference in performance between males and females when they are matched for ability,
yet this item too is more about human behavior than about athletics.
As mentioned previously, some SNCPs had variants that were part of this study. Table 3 shows two pairs of these
variants, which are representative of the others for which data were collected. The first and third items in Table 3 also
appear in Table 2. They are reproduced in Table 3 for ease of comparison with their variants.
As can be seen in the first pair of variants, the reference to “bobsled team” was changed to “new aircraft,” and the
reference to “new world record” was changed to “a major selling point.” Otherwise, these first two SNCPs in Table 3 are
structurally similarly, and the five answer choices are identical in each. The STD-EISDIF data differ hardly at all: only 5%
versus 3% fewer matched females than males chose the correct answer. Similarly, for the other pair of variants, the “star
wide receiver” becomes “a professional violinist,” “passing skills” becomes “singing skills,” and the “strong and accurate
throwing arm” becomes a “strong and beautiful voice.” Otherwise, these pairs are structurally similarly, and the answer
choices are identical. As with the first pair of variants in Table 3, the STD-EISDIF values are almost indistinguishable:
3% versus 2% fewer matched females than males answered correctly. Even though there is artifactual C DIF in the first
item, it seems from the STD-EISDIF values that the sports context in the stems of the two items results in very little actual
difference in performance between matched groups of females and males.
Sports Content in SAT Critical Reading Passages
Five SAT reading passages with sports content and 57 related passage-based items were administered as part of this study,
as shown in Table 6. The passages were selected to span a range of content, not just in terms of the type of sport referenced
but also in terms of the level of sports-specific detail that was included. In this context, nonspecialized means the passage
includes little to no detail about how the sport is played; moderately specialized means it includes some detail; and more
than moderately specialized means the passage includes much detail and/or vocabulary about the particular sport in the
content of the passage.
Of the 57 passage-based items related to the five passages with sports content, only two items show C DIF against
females. Four other items show B DIF against females, but only one of the four shows a difference in performance greater
than 10%, and that one is just 11% against females matched for ability. The remaining 51 sports-related passage-based
reading items show A DIF or relatively minor positive or negative B DIF for the male–female comparison. The 57 reading
items include a full range of difficulty (𝛿 = 7 to 16), and the number of items with acceptable discrimination for the total
population is 48 (84% of the total 57), which is very similar to the percentage that is usually derived for pretest (nonstudy)
SAT reading sets.
Both C DIF items are associated with the short baseball passage about Wee Willie Keeler, and the B DIF item that was
answered correctly by 11% fewer females than matched males is associated with the long women’s boxing passage. Table 4
includes all four of the items associated with Wee Willie Keeler; Table 5 includes a representative sample of the 16 items
associated with the long women’s boxing passage, including the one B DIF item.
The short baseball passage about Wee Willie Keeler is more than moderately specialized in that it refers to specific
aspects of baseball (e.g., “an astonishing .432 batting average”) and to how baseball evolved over the years (e.g., “Every
pitch is charted, every hit mapped to the nearest square inch”). The first item in Table 6 does not focus on such details,
however, asking instead for examinees to identify the overall purpose of the passage. Females selected the correct answer,
“describe a significant transformation in a sport,” 7% less often than males did, when matched for ability. This is not a large
difference, but in part, because the item is easy for the overall population, it is classified as C DIF against females. Females
chose option (B) 3% more often than matched males did. Option (B) mentions “changes,” but it is incorrect because of
the word “condemn.”
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9

10

4

3

F5-20

F5-24

7.2

7.9

9.4

6.9

Equated delta

0.51

0.48

0.38

0.41

r-biserial

−1.10

−0.97

−0.49

−2.61

MHD-DIF

B

A

A

C

ETS DIF category

1
−2
0
0
0
1

1
−3
1
0
1
1

0
1
−3
4
−3
1

0
2
−5
2
0
1

STD-EISDIFa
Item text

The bobsled team reached a peak speed of 120 miles per hour, a
—— that almost set a new world record.
(A) vulnerability
(B) longevity
(C) velocityb
(D) durability
(E) dependability
(OMITS)
The new aircraft has reached a peak speed of 600 miles per
hour, a —— that is a major selling point.
(A) vulnerability
(B) longevity
(C) velocityb
(D) durability
(E) dependability
(OMITS)
As a star wide receiver with over 80 catches this year, Smith
rarely has a chance to —— his passing skills in games, but he
has an incredibly strong and accurate throwing arm.
(A) placate
(B) exhibitb
(C) begrudge
(D) restrict
(E) neglect
(OMITS)
As a professional violinist in the symphony orchestra, Smith
rarely has a chance to —— her singing skills in public, but
she has an incredibly strong and beautiful voice.
(A) placate
(B) exhibitb
(C) begrudge
(D) restrict
(E) neglect
(OMITS)

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.

3

4

F5-18

F5-26

Item number

Test

Table 3 Two SAT-CR Sentence Completion Items With Sports Content and Variants Administered in Study
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10

9

10

F5-18

F5-20

F5-20

12.0

11.4

10.6

8.6

0.48

0.42

0.50

0.45

−1.61

−0.39

−1.14

−1.56

C

A

B

C

2
4
3
−14
4
1

−1
−1
1
3
−3
1

4
3
−3
−9
1
3

1
3
−7
1
1
1

STD-EISDIFa

The passage serves primarily to
(A) express nostalgia for a bygone time
(B) condemn changes in the way a game is played
(C) describe a significant transformation in a sportb
(D) advocate the continuation of a traditional practice
(E) celebrate the achievements of two talented athletes
(OMITS)
According to the passage, Boggs’s opponents were
(A) less experienced than modern baseball players
(B) less consistent than earlier baseball players
(C) more talented than their predecessors
(D) better prepared than Keeler’s opponentsb
(E) better compensated than Keeler’s contemporaries
(OMITS)
The function of the parenthetical phrase in lines 3–4 is to
(A) defend the accuracy of a statistical claim
(B) express skepticism concerning a long-standing record
(C) indicate an exception to an earlier generalization
(D) highlight an interesting but irrelevant point
(E) provide evidence in support of a general assertionb
(OMITS)
It can be inferred from the passage that the author believes that Keeler
(A) succeeded because his opponents lacked the physical talents of
contemporary athletes
(B) was more inherently athletic than modern baseball players
(C) used scientific insights to gain an advantage over other players
(D) would not have had as good a batting average if he had played in Boggs’s erab
(E) might have performed even better had he played today
(OMITS)

Item text

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.

9

Item number Equated delta r-biserial MH D-DIF ETS DIF category

F5-18

Test

Table 4 Critical Reading Items on Wee Willie Keeler Short Passage
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11

12

20

G8-30

14.3

12.1

9.5

11.4

7.8

12.5

Equated delta

0.55

0.59

0.48

0.42

0.54

0.35

r-biserial

0.09

−0.69

−0.76

−1.28

0.81

0.44

MH D-DIF

A

A

A

B

A

A

ETS DIF category

−2
0
0
0
0
0

1
−1
0
−5
6
0

0
4
−4
1
1
0

−5
3
6
−11
3
5

0
0
−1
4
0
−1

4
0
−5
2
1
0

STD-EISDIFa
Item text

The “physical reminder” (line 4) refers to the author’s
(A) sensory experience of boxingb
(B) nostalgic memories of boxing
(C) old injuries from boxing
(D) boxing trophies and souvenirs
(E) boxing garb and gear
(OMITS)
The discussion in lines 5–11 suggests that
(A) the author boxes every day
(B) the author is uncertain why she boxes
(C) the author finds boxing draining
(D) boxing is central to the author’s sense of selfb
(E) boxing is an especially arduous sport
(OMITS)
In lines 19–23 (“‘ He said … fight’”), John suggests that the two boxers are both
(A) stylish
(B) capricious
(C) antagonistic
(D) tenaciousb
(E) petulant
(OMITS)
Lines 24–61 are focused primarily on
(A) a boxing lesson
(B) a boxing match
(C) a training workoutb
(D) an exercise class
(E) an exciting dream
(OMITS)
The “story” mentioned twice in line 32 refers most directly to the author’s
(A) manuscript about the sport of boxing
(B) fantasy about being a professional boxer
(C) pretense that she is skilled at boxing
(D) match with an invented adversaryb
(E) internal monologue to help reinforce her self-esteem
(OMITS)
The description in lines 44–46 (“The spun … smoke”) serves to convey
(A) the drama of an initial conflict
(B) the perspective of an outside observer
(C) the poignancy of a chance encounter
(D) the symbolism of key images
(E) the enjoyment of a momentary respiteb
(OMITS)

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected item performance.
a Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.

22

19

G8-30

G8-30

17

G8-30

21

16

G8-30

G8-30

Item number

Test

Table 5 Critical Reading Items on Women’s Boxing Long Passage
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Table 6 SAT-CR Passages With Sports Content Administered in Study
Passage
Pond Hockey (nonspecialized)
College Football (nonspecialized)
Women’s Boxing (moderately specialized)a
Wee Willie Keeler (more than moderately specialized)a
Umpires (more than moderately specialized)

Word length

Number of items

109
486
693
108
841

4
12
16
4
21

a

Reproduced in Appendixes A and B. These are the two sports reading passages for which some or all of the related items and their data
are included in this report and in the cognitive interviews conducted in 2011.

The second item on the short baseball passage is B DIF, but it shows 9% fewer females than matched males choosing
the key (D). This item, like the fourth item in Table 4, requires a deeper understanding of the specific points made in the
passage than do the first and third items about the primary purpose of the passage and the function of the parenthetical
phrase in Lines 3–4. Thus, given the more than moderately specialized nature of the passage, it is perhaps not surprising that
the second item and the fourth item in Table 4 show larger differences in the performance of matched females and males
than do the first and the third items. None of the incorrect choices in these items attracted a much larger proportion of
females than males, and females did not omit these two items proportionally more often; rather, they spread themselves
fairly evenly across most of the incorrect choices. From these data, it seems that some females did not understand the
fundamental comparison of the two baseball eras as well as males did, when matched for ability.
Notably, such a pattern of gender difference on items related to passages with sports content is found only in this short
baseball passage. Three of the six sports reading items that showed C DIF or B DIF against females appear in this set.
Said another way, across the 57 items associated with the five research passages with sports content, half of the items
that showed any appreciable DIF against females are associated with this short baseball passage, suggesting either that
there is something unusual about this passage or that the combination of sports content with short length may have been
responsible for the difference. For example, in comparing the Wee Willie Keeler passage (108 words) to the similarly
specialized yet significantly longer passage on umpires (841 words), it is notable that none of the items associated with
umpires yielded C DIF against females. Of the 21 items associated with umpires, 19 were A DIF for females and 2 were B
DIF, with one of the B DIF items registering as advantaging females over males when matched for ability. That particular
item characterized the presentation of baseball in the passage as “engrossing.” The passage on umpires, like that about
Wee Willie Keeler, contains a discussion of the sport that is more than moderately specialized, using language such as “arm
signals for balls and strikes,” “the Sultan of Swat,” and “the Babe Ruth of umpiring” as well as a scenario in which fans
blame an “erroneous sixth-game, ninth-inning call at first base for robbing the Cardinals of the 1985 World Series title”
and a colorful declaration, “It ain’t nothing until I call it!” Having such language dispersed across 841 words, however,
seems to have provided more opportunity for decoding the overall meaning of the passage than was available in the more
compressed 108 words of the Wee Willie Keeler passage about a similar topic—unless the difference arose because of
other factors, such as the inclusion of numerals and decimal points in the Wee Willie Keeler passage to describe batting
averages. See the section, “Phase 2: Qualitative Study, 2011–2012,” for additional discussion of this specific aspect of the
passage.
Table 5 includes a representative sample of the items based on the long women’s boxing passage. This passage is moderately specialized in that it describes in some detail a boxing workout, including references to shadowboxing, footwork, the
heavy bag, and the speed bag. It also mentions some actual sparring between the narrator and her friend. Yet the language
used to describe boxing in the passage is not as specialized as the language used to describe baseball in the Wee Willie
Keeler or the umpires passages. With one exception, the 16 items associated with this passage show little to no difference
in performance between matched females and males. The third item in Table 5, which is focused on Lines 19–23, shows
that 11% fewer females than matched males selected the correct answer, “tenacious.” Instead, females selected incorrect
options (B), (C), and (E) more often than matched males did, and 5% more females than matched males chose to omit
the question. There is no difference less than 3% in magnitude for this item.
With regard to the rest of the items in the women’s boxing set, females performed better than males on some and males
performed better than females on others when matched for ability, but the differences are not more than 5–6%. The final
item in Table 5 shows no difference in performance at all. Overall, the subject matter of this passage did not seem to
advantage or disadvantage females. Gender differences in performance were negligible.
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Science Content in Sentence Completion Items
Twenty SNCPs with content and/or vocabulary drawn from a variety of science domains were part of this study. Keys
ranged from common words listed in the ETS Guidelines for Fairness Review of Assessments (ETS, 2009), such as “microscopic,” to vocabulary that could be considered at least moderately specialized, such as “seismic,” “barometer,” and “camouflage,” as a means of examining a range of scientific complexity. Of these 20 items, some included science content in
the stem and science vocabulary in the options, some had science content in the stem but no science vocabulary in the
options, and others had no science content in the stem but included science vocabulary in the options. In addition, 10 of
the sentences with science content in the stem each had a single variant developed with no science content in the stem
but with similar sentence structure and identical answer choices, as with the variants of the sports SNCPs.
Seven of the 20 science SNCPs showed C DIF against females, four showed B DIF, and nine showed A DIF. This result
represents a higher proportion of science SNCPs showing C DIF against females than is usually observed in regular SAT
pretesting, reflecting the researchers’ goal in this study to include a higher proportion than usual of items with moderately
specialized science content and vocabulary. Table 7 presents seven of the science SNCPs, including some A DIF, B DIF, and
C DIF items. Table 8 presents four additional science SNCPs along with the particular variant of each of the four items.
The first two items in Table 7 provide examples of SNCPs with substantial science content in the stems: “separating
radium from radioactive residues,” “the therapeutic potential of radium,” “natural and synthetic examples,” and “type of
catalytic molecule.” Despite such science content, however, females performed only 2% and 5% (respectively) less well
than matched males. The vocabulary in the answer choices in these two items is not particularly scientific or challenging,
and both of the items were relatively easy for the total population.
The third item in Table 7, about hydrogen gas, was very difficult for the total population, and it is classified as C DIF
against females. But only 5% fewer females than matched males chose the correct answer (A), so this item provides another
example of artifactual MH D-DIF. Of interest is that 7% fewer females than matched males chose distractor (E), whereas
7% more females than matched males chose distractor (C). The first terms in options (A), (C), and (E) all make sense
when inserted in the sentence, so there appears to be differential knowledge by gender of the words “panacea,” “artifice,”
and “stopgap,” although only “panacea” can be considered scientific vocabulary.
The final four items in Table 7 are one-blank questions that include scientific vocabulary in all of the answer choices.
The first two of these (about political pundits and Coney Island) do not include science content in the stems, yet both
show very significant C DIF against females: “seismic” was chosen by 16% fewer and “eclipsed” by 21% fewer females
than matched males. For the total population, these items were both middle difficulty (𝛿 = 11), but females clearly were
not as familiar as males with the vocabulary in the options, or alternately, females responded differently from males to the
science vocabulary in the options when confronted with it outside of a science context as established by the stem of the
question. The final two items in Table 7 include scientific content in the stems as well as scientific vocabulary in the options,
yet the performance of females relative to matched males is better than in the previous two items: 9% fewer females chose
the key, “hover,” in the hummingbird item, and only 2% fewer females chose the key, “camouflage,” in the leafy sea dragon
item. Historically, both “eclipsed” and “camouflage” have shown a pattern of C DIF against females in SAT-CR SNCPs;
however, it appears that these words are more likely to yield C DIF against females when they are presented in the context
of a nonscience item than when they are presented in a science context as established by the item stems. This observation
suggests the importance of increased context in the item stem for decoding item keys, and by extension, for test fairness.
Table 8 presents four pairs of item variants. The first item’s stem, about “the pressure that ice exerts on Earth’s surface,”
has been changed in its variant to a focus on “the popularity of jazz music over the past century.” In the next pair of
variants, the topic has been changed from the movement of “leopard seals” to the knowledge of “several languages.” In
each pair of item variants, similar to the sports variants discussed previously, the sentence structure is similar and the
answer choices are identical. Only the content in the stem has shifted from science to nonscience.
In three of the four pairs of variants in Table 8, the performance of females relative to matched males is better in the
nonscience variant. In the first pair, 12% fewer females chose “considerable” in the science version, and 9% fewer chose
it in the nonscience version. In the second pair, 11% fewer females chose “agile” in the science version, and 8% fewer
females chose it in the nonscience version. And in the final pair of variants in Table 8, 8% fewer females chose “feeble” in
the science version, and 3% fewer females chose it in the nonscience version.
Only in the third pair of Table 8 item variants is this pattern broken: 11% fewer females than matched males chose the
key in the science (“frogfish”) version, whereas 13% fewer females than matched males chose the key in the nonscience
14
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Item number

#4

#1

#6

#6

Test

F5-24

F5-36

F5-18
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G8-10

11.8

17.2

9.6

8.4

Equated delta

0.58

0.51

0.67

0.57

r-biserial

−2.03

−1.70

−1.02

−0.41

MH D-DIF

C

C

B

A

ETS DIF category

1
1
−16
5
3
6

−5
3
7
0
−7
2

1
1
1
2
−5
1

0
0
1
−2
0
0

STD-EISDIF †

Table 7 Seven SAT-CR Sentence Completion Items With Science Content Administered in Study

Believing that science should strive to —— suffering, Marie Curie
—— a process for separating radium from radioactive residues
so that the therapeutic potential of radium could be explored.
(A) anticipate … adopted
(B) condemn … requested
(C) deplore … detected
(D) alleviate … developedb
(E) model … exposed
(OMITS)
While both natural and synthetic examples of the first type of
catalytic molecule are ——, there are few examples of the second
type of catalytic molecule.
(A) irrelevant
(B) controversial
(C) mysterious
(D) intricate
(E) abundantb
(OMITS)
Hydrogen gas has been —— as a clean and inexhaustible energy
source, but skeptics warn that it is no ——: alone, it will not
permanently satisfy the world’s energy needs.
(A) touted … panaceab
(B) denounced … luxuriance
(C) acclaimed … artifice
(D) derided … palliative
(E) hailed … stopgap
(OMITS)
Political pundits described the shift in voting patterns as nothing
less than ——, so strong and widespread was its impact.
(A) automatic
(B) periodic
(C) seismicb
(D) amorphous
(E) elliptical
(OMITS)

Item text
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16

#3

#3

#7

G8-26

G8-28

G8-06

8.4

7.4

11.3

Equated delta

0.47

0.61

0.62

r-biserial

−0.36

−3.24

−2.83

MH D-DIF

A

C

C

ETS DIF category

0
0
1
1
−2
0

2
2
4
−9
1
1

−21
11
1
1
3
4

STD-EISDIF †

Item text
By the mid-1920s, the United States had more than 1,500
amusement parks; however, the stupendous Coney Island,
dubbed “America’s Playground,” —— all the others.
(A) eclipsedb
(B) calibrated
(C) systematized
(D) reproduced
(E) orbited
(OMITS)
The rapid beat and motion of its wings allow a hummingbird to
—— while it feeds, so that it appears suspended in midair.
(A) revolve
(B) alight
(C) roam
(D) hoverb
(E) hibernate
(OMITS)
When floating in Australia’s sea-grass beds, leafy sea dragons can
successfully avoid predators thanks to their —— of tendril-like
fins and frilly appendages.
(A) photosynthesis
(B) environment
(C) pigment
(D) velocity
(E) camouflageb
(OMITS)

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.
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Item number

1

1

2

2

Test

F5-26

F5-24

F5-32
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F5-34

8.4

8.4

10.5

10.9

Equated delta

0.59

0.59

0.62

0.73

r-biserial

−2.05

−3.72

−1.32

−2.16

MH D-DIF

C

C

B

C

ETS DIF category

6
1
−8
0
0
1

3
6
−11
0
1
1

2
2
−9
2
2
2

3
1
−12
4
1
3

STD-EISDIFa

Table 8 Four SAT-CR Sentence Completion Items With Science Content and Variants Administered in Study

Because the pressure that ice exerts on Earth’s surface is ——,
the rock beneath glaciers and ice sheets is pushed downward.
(A) undetectable
(B) debatable
(C) considerableb
(D) imprecise
(E) variable
(OMITS)
Because the popularity of jazz music over the past century has
been ——, jazz’s influence on other art forms is now
apparent.
(A) undetectable
(B) debatable
(C) considerableb
(D) imprecise
(E) variable
(OMITS)
Up to twelve feet long and weighing more than 1,000 pounds,
the leopard seal is surprisingly ——, moving quickly and
gracefully.
(A) aggressive
(B) leisurely
(C) agileb
(D) noisy
(E) bulky
(OMITS)
Fluent in several languages and knowledgeable about many
subjects, Pat has an amazingly —— mind, perceptive and
quick.
(A) aggressive
(B) leisurely
(C) agileb
(D) noisy
(E) bulky
(OMITS)

Item text
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17

18

1

F5-28

12.4

11.8

12.9

9.8

0.53

0.67

0.36

0.32

−0.41

−1.10

−1.42

−1.70

A

B

B

C

−3
3
0
−2
0
2

−8
5
1
0
0
2

3
4
−13
2
1
3

2
2
−11
3
1
3

Frogfish have the ability to change color and blend into the background of their
habitat; this —— often makes locating them a —— task.
(A) concealment … facile
(B) masquerade … paltry
(C) camouflage … formidableb
(D) simulation … fortuitous
(E) tractability … confounding
(OMITS)
Mary Ann often hides her anger or distrust behind declarations of friendship; this
—— makes discerning what she really thinks a —— task.
(A) concealment … facile
(B) masquerade … paltry
(C) camouflage … formidableb
(D) simulation … fortuitous
(E) tractability … confounding
(OMITS)
Because surface tension exerts a relatively —— force on large objects, objects that
rely on surface tension for locomotion must be quite small.
(A) feebleb
(B) complex
(C) timely
(D) clear
(E) constant
(OMITS)
Because her predecessors exerted a relatively —— influence on this artist, her
paintings include few allusions to their works.
(A) feebleb
(B) complex
(C) timely
(D) clear
(E) constant
(OMITS)

Item text

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.

1

4

F5-36

F5-30

4

Item number Equated delta r-biserial MH D-DIF ETS DIF category STD-EISDIFa

F5-38
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Table 9 SAT-CR Passages With Science Content Administered in Study
Passage
Subatomic particles (nonspecialized)
Anti-matter (moderately specialized)
El Chicón (moderately specialized)
Cnidaria (more than moderately specialized)a
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (more than moderately specialized)a

Word length

Number of items

106
115
114
109
699

4
4
4
4
16

a

Reproduced in Appendixes A and B. These are the two science reading passages for which some or all of the related items and their
data are included in this report and in the cognitive interviews in 2011.

(“MaryAnn”) version. It is tempting to conclude that the word “camouflage” is, therefore, less familiar to females than to
males, perhaps because of its use in military as well as scientific contexts. Yet recall that “camouflage” showed virtually no
DIF against females as the key to the final item in Table 7. In the leafy sea dragon item, however, all the vocabulary can
be construed as scientific, which perhaps helped this item become one of the few SNCPs with “camouflage” as the key
not to yield C DIF against females between the years 2005 and 2011, because all of the language in the leafy sea dragon
item is clearly placed within a science context. By contrast, in the “MaryAnn” variant, the word “camouflage” is taken out
of a science context and placed into a different framework, much like the items on political pundits and Coney Island in
Table 7. Such a scenario seems to yield greater differences in performance than when all the vocabulary choices provided
with the item are clearly scientific. Although it is true that similar items in this study (not printed in this report) with no
science content in the stems but with scientific vocabulary such as “barometer” and “polarizing” in the keys showed little
or no DIF against females, on the whole, it seems that placing scientific vocabulary in a nonscience context in SNCPs
can lead to increased differences in performance between males and females matched for ability, suggesting (again) the
importance of increased context for test fairness as a whole.
Science Content in SAT Critical Reading Passages
Five SAT reading passages with science content and 32 related passage-based items were administered as part of this study,
as shown in Table 9.
Of the 32 passage-based items related to the five passages with science content, none show C DIF against females,
even though they might have been anticipated to do so based on prior research on differences in performance between
matched males and females on reading comprehension items associated with passages with science content (Doolittle &
Welch, 1989; Lawrence & Curley, 1989; Lawrence, Curley, & McHale, 1988). In fact, only two of these 32 items show B DIF
against females, and each of those show less than a 10% difference between matched groups of males and females. Because
science content (unlike sports content) has long been specified for inclusion in the SAT-CR, the researchers sought out
science passages for this study that were more specialized than routinely used in the SAT at the time the research was
conducted. Yet even on items based on passages drawn from fields such as particle physics and quantum mechanics, and
even on items dealing with rather dense and technical discussions of volcanic ash fallout and invertebrate species, matched
males and females performed comparably. Table 10 includes all four of the items associated with the short passage on the
phylum Cnidaria, and Table 11 includes seven of the 16 items associated with the long passage on Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle.
As can be seen in Tables 10 and 11, some of the items ask about rhetorical features or the overall purpose of the passages;
other items require inference, evaluation, analysis, or synthesis of the rather specialized ideas discussed in the passages.
Some of the items are relatively easy for the total population (𝛿 = 6 to 9), whereas others are of middle difficulty (𝛿 = 10 to
12), and still others are quite challenging for the total group (𝛿 = 13 to 14). But none of the items in Tables 10 and 11 shows
more than a 6% difference between matched groups of males and females, and on several of the items, females perform
1%–3% better than matched males. The one item with B DIF in the direction of females uses the word “velocities,” which
historically has shown a pattern of DIF against female test takers when used as a key in SNCPs. Such data suggest that
science reading passages that may be deemed more than moderately specialized do not result in items that show differential
performance against females when matched for ability. It would therefore appear that the context provided in 100- to 800word science passages puts matched male and female examinees on sufficiently comparable footing and eliminates the sort
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12

11

G8-08

G8-10

11.3

10.1

6.2

10.01

Equated
delta

0.53

0.52

0.60

0.42

r-biserial

−0.42

−0.02

0.58

−0.10

MH D-DIF

A

A

A

A

ETS DIF
category

1
1
1
−3
1
1

2
0
−1
0
−1
0

0
1
0
0
0
−1

−1
0
2
0
−1
0

STD-EISDIFa

The primary purpose of the passage is to
(A) compare the behavior of jellyfish, sea anemones, and corals
(B) question the adaptive features of jellyfish, sea anemones, and corals
(C) examine the role of nematocysts in the phylum Cnidaria
(D) highlight some important distinctions among members of the phylum Cnidaria
(E) describe particular characteristics of members of the phylum Cnidariab
(OMITS)
The reference to the letter “c” (line 1) is intended to assist with
(A) classification
(B) pronunciationb
(C) location
(D) memorization
(E) generalization
(OMITS)
The simile in lines 4–6 (“Employed … enemies”) is used mainly to
(A) imply a biological connection between two dissimilar creatures
(B) explain a complex behavior in more accessible termsb
(C) establish a particular mood through imagery
(D) symbolize cnidarians’ place in the food chain
(E) help readers visualize cnidarians at rest
(OMITS)
In the passage, the “organization” (line 10) is described primarily to show how it
(A) is used by cnidarians to control the flow of fluids
(B) is consistent with cnidarians’ methods of feeding and defense
(C) reveals the need for cnidarians to have multiple layers of tissue
(D) distinguishes cnidarians from most other invertebratesb
(E) helps cnidarians navigate through their environment
(OMITS)

Item text

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.
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Item number

16

17

17

18

Test

G8-26

G8-26

G8-24
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G8-24

9.3

14.2

12.4

10.7

Equated delta

0.52

0.28

0.47

0.54

r-biserial

−1.03

−0.03

0.25

−0.58

MH D-DIF

B

A

A

A

ETS DIF category

Table 11 Critical Reading Items on Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle Long Reading Passage

3
−6
2
1
0
0

2
0
−2
−1
0
2

−2
0
2
0
0
−1

−4
1
2
0
0
1

STD-EISDIFa

The primary purpose of the passage is to
(A) explain a scientific conceptb
(B) challenge a scientific law
(C) describe a scientific controversy
(D) propose a scientific experiment
(E) expose a scientific mistake
(OMITS)
The first sentence (lines 1–3) implies that a large scale examination
of the universe would decrease the appearance of
(A) comprehensiveness
(B) uniformity
(C) frenzyb
(D) opacity
(E) stability
(OMITS)
The author would most likely characterize information resulting
from the “observations” (line 7) as
(A) accidentally accurate
(B) regrettably useless
(C) unnecessarily exhaustive
(D) fancifully ephemeral
(E) necessarily limitedb
(OMITS)
Lines 8–10 (“The high-frequency … velocities”) indicate that one
way in which photons can affect electrons is by
(A) increasing their mass
(B) altering their speedb
(C) reducing their light
(D) obscuring their position
(E) decreasing their numbers
(OMITS)

Item text
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22

18

19

20

G8-26

G8-24

G8-24

9.5

13.6

9.1

Equated delta

0.55

0.47

0.42

r-biserial

0.26

0.33

0.14

MH D-DIF

A

A

A

ETS DIF category

1
2
−2
0
0
1

−2
1
−3
0
3
2

0
2
−3
2
0
0

STD-EISDIFa

The quotation marks in line 10 indicate
(A) reported speech
(B) sarcastic disapproval
(C) antiquated terminology
(D) figurative usageb
(E) ironic understatement
(OMITS)
The author would most likely agree that although “we clumsy observers”
(line 21) can
(A) theorize microscopic uncertainty, we are unable to prove it
(B) negate microscopic uncertainty, we are unable to create it
(C) predict microscopic uncertainty, we are unable to understand it
(D) forestall microscopic uncertainty, we are not fundamentally its target
(E) recognize microscopic uncertainty, we are not necessarily its causeb
(OMITS)
In line 32, “forces” most nearly means
(A) opens
(B) compelsb
(C) imposes
(D) attacks
(E) raises
(OMITS)

Item text

Note. DIF = differential item functioning; MH D-DIF = Mantel–Haenszel estimate of DIF effect size in the delta difference metric; STD-EISDIF = standardized difference in expected
item performance.
a
Values do not always sum to zero because of rounding. b Key, or answer, to each item.
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of large differences observed in the 15- to 30-word science SNCPs and in the nonscience SNCPs with scientific vocabulary
in the options. It is also notable that in the science items, there was no significant difference in performance between the
short and long reading passages, unlike in sports, where more than moderately specialized material presented in one of the
100-word passages did show differences in performance between males and females when matched for ability. As noted in
the discussion of the items associated with the short sports passage, however, it is possible that other factors were involved,
such as the use of numerals and decimal points in the description of batting averages.
That said, one characteristic of reading passages administered in standardized skills tests, such as the SAT-CR, is that
IA and DIF data can be collected only on the passage-based items, not on the passages themselves. Occasionally, there are
patterns in the item-level data that allow inferences to be made about student responses to a particular passage, but such
inferences are usually tentative and difficult to confirm. For this reason and others, the researchers decided to add cognitive
interviews (which combine think-aloud methodology with researcher-administered verbal probes) to supplement their
analysis of IA and DIF data. Specifically, the researchers were interested in whether there might be affective sources of
construct-irrelevant variance that might make such material inappropriate for skills testing, even though the quantitative
data demonstrated relatively little difference in performance between matched groups of males and females on SAT-CR
passage-based items.
Phase 2: Qualitative Study, 2011–2012
In 2011, the study entered a new phase: the gathering of qualitative data through cognitive interviews in an effort to help
explain and elucidate the quantitative data already collected through nonoperational variable sections of the SAT. The
interviews were conducted to answer the following additional research questions that had arisen during an analysis of the
quantitative data:
•
•

What factors can help to provide explanations for the different levels of difficulty, discrimination, and DIF exhibited
by different SAT-CR items using sports and science content?
Do differences in students’ interest and familiarity with the material have an effect on performance?

While the quantitative results of the 2009 and 2010 testing demonstrated whether differences exist between matched
groups of males and females on particular items with sports or science content, such data do not explain why the differences exist nor which parts of the SNCPs or passage-based items might be responsible for the differences. The quantitative
study was also limited in that it could not gather information about how students responded to the reading passages themselves, nor how those responses correlate (or do not correlate) with the DIF data collected on the accompanying items. For
example, in the science items, a pattern had emerged with regard to the SNCPs versus the passage-based items, with more
DIF against females observed in the SNCPs. This observation suggests that females perform better on science items when
the science is placed within a larger context through a reading passage; however, there are typically no data regarding
test takers’ reactions to the science passages. It is possible that particular science passages may elicit confused or negative
reactions from some students, even if no DIF is observed in the accompanying items. By conducting cognitive interviews
using some of the study passages and items, the researchers hoped to refine the results from the quantitative study, thereby
enhancing efforts to improve overall test fairness.
Participants
The recruitment plan for this study was to obtain a sample of 60 students that reflected the population of SAT test takers in
terms of gender and ethnicity. To be eligible, students must have already taken the SAT. Students who had just completed
Grade 11 or 12 and who had recently taken the SAT in the central New Jersey area were invited by e-mail to participate in
a 90-minute research study conducted at the ETS campus in Princeton. To participate, test takers were required to verify
their SAT-CR scores as well as provide a list of courses and grades. If a transcript was not available, a list of classes with
grades was acceptable. As compensation, test takers were paid an honorarium and reimbursed for their travel expenses to
ETS’s Rosedale campus.
Test takers were recruited from across the full range of SAT-CR scores, using score data provided by the CB. Initially,
three ranges of scores were set: high score 800–600, middle score 590–450, and low score 440–200. However, after there
was difficulty recruiting students in the lowest score band, the ranges were altered slightly. The final bands of SAT-CR
ETS Research Report No. RR-16-26. © 2016 Educational Testing Service
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Table 12 Student Participants by Score Band and Gender
SAT-CR score band
High score
Middle score
Low score

Males

Females

11
10
8

9
9
13

scores were as follows: high score 800–600, middle score 590–480, and low score 470–200. The expected 20 test takers
were recruited and participated in each of these three score categories, though the gender breakdown by score category
was not as closely balanced as would have been desirable. See Table 12 for the breakdown by SAT score and gender.
The final sample included the targeted 60 students, of which 29 were male and 31 were female. The racial breakdown
of the sample included 52% White test takers (n = 31), 13% Black test takers (n = 8), 8% Asian test takers (n = 5), 5%
Hispanic test takers (n = 3), and 22% other test takers (n = 13). This diversity was intended to approximate the SAT testing
population and was spread across the score bands. (The high percentage of “other” test takers is due primarily to those
participants who chose not to indicate their ethnicity and/or whose self-identified ethnicity provided to ETS did not
match the data provided by the CB.) It should be noted that this sample size, while robust for a cognitive interview study,
is necessarily limited when compared to the sample sizes for the quantitative data, a factor that should be taken into
account when evaluating conclusions based on this group. Another limitation was participant motivation: Unlike for the
quantitative study, participants for the qualitative study knew their responses were for research purposes only and that
they would not contribute to their scores on a test used to make high-stakes decisions.
Materials: Test Forms
Two sample tests were used in this study, each of which contained 18 SAT-CR items. (The sample tests are reproduced in
Appendixes A and B.) The majority of the items were drawn from the 146 reading items that were administered in Phase
1 of the study in 2009 and 2010. Each sample test form was structured to look like a typical SAT-CR section, beginning
with eight SNCPs related to science, sports, or neutral (nonscience or nonsports) topics. The neutral items were the same
on both forms. They were included to approximate the content balance in operational SAT-CR forms as well as to ensure
that the study goals were not transparent to the participants. Following the eight SNCPs, each form had two short reading
passages, one on either sports or science, and the other on a neutral topic that was the same on both forms. These short
reading passages were accompanied by a total of three items (two on the study passage and one on the nonstudy passage).
The last set of reading items was based on a long sports or science passage in a different content category from the short
passage on the same form. Many of the items that were selected either had shown DIF in the direction of females during the
quantitative phase of the study, or, if not, might have been expected to have done so because of the perceived specialization
of topic and/or the specific language used to discuss that topic. The two tests were roughly comparable in terms of item
difficulty—Test 1 had an average delta of 10.70 and an average r-biserial of .49, and Test 2 had an average delta of 10.47
and an average r-biserial of .47.
Student Survey
Each interview concluded with a posttest survey that asked students in an open-ended fashion to describe their interest
and involvement in both sports and science. The questions were meant to capture students’ interests and involvement in
activities both inside and outside of school.
Interview Procedure and Protocol
A protocol was written for the interviewers to use in conducting each cognitive interview. It provided a step-by-step
guide of the data collection procedure with instructions for the interviewer and the wording to be used when speaking
to the participants. The protocol contained all of the questions to be asked of the participants related to each of the SATCR passages and items. See Appendix C for a complete sample protocol. The protocols for the two tests were identical,
except for the test questions administered. Each session began with a demonstration of thinking aloud by the interviewer,
followed by a sample item for participants to use to practice thinking aloud. Both of these sample items were taken from
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the CB’s SAT website and were included in the protocol. The session followed with the participants thinking aloud as they
read and answered each of the questions and the three passages. The protocol included space for concurrent notes for
the interviewers to record concerning item content and answering strategy, item correctness, and item interest, as well
as retrospective questions to ask following each set of questions. The sessions concluded with the interviewers asking
the posttest survey questions aloud and capturing the participants’ responses. The posttest survey asked explicitly about
interest in and engagement with sports and science.
Interviewers
Five interviewers (two males, three females) completed a half-day training session to learn how to conduct the interviews
and how to enter the data after each session was completed. Each test-taker interview was audio recorded and later transcribed. Interviewers also provided a brief summary of each interview, capturing the student’s abilities and any relevant
information related to interests in (or aversion to) sports and science.
Data Analysis
The transcribed interview notes were formatted and entered into the qualitative data software package NVivo. Information
that linked the gender of the participants was removed from the interview files so the research staff who coded the data
did not know test-taker gender while coding the data. Four research assistants (two males, two females) coded the data.
Each interview was double coded, and the interviews were balanced so that there was an even split of interviews coded
by two males, two females, or one male, one female.
The coding process began with the transcripts being read by the interviewers. Information about item correctness,
interest in or aversion to sports, and interest in or aversion to science was coded within each interview transcript. Information about SAT-CR scores, exposure to science, and classroom performance in science was coded from the SAT-CR
score reports and student transcripts. Gender was added back to the data file once all interview transcripts were coded
for sports and science information. There were weekly meetings during the coding process to ensure consistent coding.
When there was a discrepancy (the same data coded differently by the two coders), one of the researchers made the final
decision regarding the more appropriate code.
Item correctness (correct–incorrect) and gender (male–female) were coded in one step. Sports and science interest
was coded using a multistep process described later. An interest in sports or science was identified first by examining
the student think-aloud responses to the items, comments while reading and referring to the passages, or comments
while responding to the retrospective questions. This led to a count of indications of interest in sports and interest in
science for each participant. The same process was followed for dislikes: comments referencing an aversion to something
specific about sports or science during each interview. Information about students’ interest in sports and science was also
collected more generally prior to the session (e.g., high school science classes and grades) and the end of each session (e.g.,
asking students about the specific sports and science-related activities they do inside and outside of school). An overall
rating of sports interest and science interest was generated for each student by first examining the number of likes and
dislikes (aversions) in the interviews across all participants to determine the range of interest across the sample. Then the
number of likes and dislikes for each participant was examined, taking into account the number of sports- or sciencerelated activities each student pursued independently. The interest rating used was on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (low
interest) to 5 (very high interest).
A second round of qualitative analysis to the transcripts was conducted while examining the results to categorize testtaking behaviors. This coding was done by looking at each transcript to classify the order participants used during the
reading passages. The categories were as follows: read the passage first and took notes, read the passage first (no indication
of notes), started reading the passage and skipped to the items, and skipped the passage initially and read the items first.
This coding process led to a summarization of participant information by SAT-CR score band, gender, race, sports interest,
sports performance, science interest, science performance, and reading passage test-taking behavior.
Results and Discussion
For all reading items included in the cognitive interviews, vocabulary appeared to have the strongest effect on performance. Both male and female participants frequently noted that they were unfamiliar with the words used in the passages
ETS Research Report No. RR-16-26. © 2016 Educational Testing Service
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or items and/or they “would have used different words” than the ones provided. One female participant in the middle
score band said that she found the words “tricky.” Many male and female participants had difficulty with pronunciation.
Perhaps for this reason, the variable that appeared to have the strongest correlation with performance on the sample tests
used during the cognitive interviews was past performance on the SAT-CR rather than the participants’ interests in or
familiarity with the topics that formed the content of the SNCPs, reading passages, or associated items.

Sports Content in Sentence Completion Items
The qualitative data support the assumptions made from the quantitative data about the importance of students’ knowledge of vocabulary in answering SAT-CR items correctly, particularly for the SNCPs. Ranging in length from 15 to 30
words, SNCPs require test takers to rely heavily on their knowledge of the specific words used in the item. As such, the
words used in the stem and options of an SNCP often determine item difficulty and, to some degree, differential performance among matched groups of males and females to the extent that there may be differential exposure to particular
vocabulary. In the posttest survey, one male participant in the middle score band even noted that he found the SNCPs on
sports to be “easier” because he “know[s] the topics well enough to know the sports vocabulary.”
In the hockey SNCP (Item 7 on Test 1), understanding the phrase “body check” in the stem of the item seemed critical
to whether a participant was able to answer the item correctly. Either the participant needed to know what the term
meant or how to deduce the meaning from the context of the item. One female participant said during her cognitive
interview, “Body checking made it [the item] easy to answer,” whereas another female participant commented, “I’m not
an ice hockey fan, so had to think what ‘body check’ meant.” One male participant explained that knowing what “body
check” meant helped him to answer the item: “As a hockey player, I completely understand he was being physical, not
cunning or inconsistent.” Another male said, “Without that background knowledge, the question would have been more
difficult.” At the same time, however, several male participants commented that they were unfamiliar with the phrase
“body check,” but knew that they could, in the words of one male participant, assume “body checking means something
physical” because of the inclusion of the word “body” in the term.
Similarly, for the golf SNCP (Item 2 on Test 1), the golf context made the item appear more difficult to participants who
lacked familiarity with the sport. However, whether participants were interested in or familiar with golf and its terminology
seemed to have little effect on their actual performance. For this SNCP, most participants seemed able to use logic to select
the correct option, regardless of their familiarity with terms such as “par.” As one female participant in the high score band
explained, “The context … suggests this item is about inconsistency.” Another female participant said that she “found
some terms confusing” because she does not play golf; nevertheless, she answered the item correctly based on logic.
Logic was less helpful in decoding the short-track skating item (Item 7 on Test 2). In this case, the challenging vocabulary had less to do with sports and was instead, in the words of one female participant, “just ridiculously hard.” The item
(𝛿 = 16) exhibited C DIF against females in the quantitative phase of the study, but the percentage difference between
matched groups of males and females was only 6%, which is a difference that can be deemed artifactual. In the qualitative
phase of the study, both males and females seemed to struggle equally with the challenging vocabulary in the options:
“mercurial,” “tractable,” “puerile,” and “rife.” One female participant in the middle score band noted that “the part saying
‘roller derby on ice’ made it [the item] harder because I don’t know what a roller derby is.” As an interviewer noted about
a different female participant in the middle score band, “It was the vocabulary that impeded her answering correctly. She
… didn’t know what to fill the blank with because the vocabulary was too high level.”

Sports Content in Critical Reading Passages
With regard to the reading passages on the sample tests, more participants, both males and females, complained about
the fairy tales passage—taken from a published form of the PSAT/NMSQT test to balance test content—than about
either the sports or the science passages: “I really hate fairy tales” versus “I am a sports fanatic” and “I’d watch almost
every sport you can find.” Many male and female participants were visibly excited to encounter sports, even when they
did not seem to understand the short baseball passage or answer the associated items correctly. One of the low-scoring
male participants rhapsodized about the short baseball passage, which appeared on Test 1, “I love baseball,” even though
he did not answer any of the associated items correctly.
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Of the female participants, most reported liking the topic of the short baseball passage because it was “more interesting” than typical SAT-CR passages, although several female participants specifically complained about the parenthetical
discussion of batting averages. One female participant in the low score band stated that “boys would understand this more
than girls,” whereas another in the middle score band noted that the statistical information in parentheses was “confusing
and unnecessary.” One specifically noted that she was not interested in statistics; yet another in the high score band said,
“I don’t know what a .432 batting average means.” From the interview transcripts, it would appear that several female
participants across all three score bands were puzzled by this part of the passage, either stopping or stumbling over it. In
trying to decipher the parenthetical description of batting averages, some female participants appeared to lose sight of
the meaning of the passage as a whole, suggesting that there was an additional source of variance—namely, math—an
examination of which was outside the scope of this particular study.
These particular lines of the Wee Willie Keeler passage did not pose problems only for female participants, however.
The word “accrue” caused both male and female participants to falter, as there was little familiarity with the meaning of the
word among all participants, regardless of gender or ability level. And at least one male participant in the high score band
similarly questioned the meaning of the short passage’s parenthetical discussion of Wee Willie Keeler’s batting average:
“Is a batting average of .432 good? Is it bad?”
Yet the placement of the sports content in the context of a short reading passage, as opposed to appearing in an SNCP,
did seem, in general terms, to help both male and female participants to answer the items correctly. The greater context
provided by the short reading passage helped to explain any particular sentence—or word, such as “accrue”—that might
have been confusing on its own. The interaction of the items with the passage also helped. Most participants noted that
answering the items helped them to understand the short baseball passage as a whole. One female participant in the middle
score band explained that this was “because it made me look back at the passage to see what I didn’t see before and read
between the lines.” Another female participant in the middle score band noted, “You have to look through each clue,”
thereby indicating that the options in the items gave her a clearer sense of the passage’s meaning. Even for the description
of batting averages, context helped. One female participant in the high score band noted, “The word ‘astonishing’ helped
me figure out it [the batting average] must be good.” Indeed, one female participant in the low score band went so far as
to say, “Maybe if it [the passage] were longer, it would have helped me,” suggesting the significance of increased context
for understanding challenging material.
With regard to the long passage on women’s boxing, which appeared at the end of Test 2, most participants across
all three score bands seemed to find the passage engaging and accessible. The affective feedback on the passage was, on
the whole, extremely positive. Several female participants noted that the “personal story” aspect of the passage made it
appealing; both male and female participants compared it to a relatively recent film about boxing, Million Dollar Baby.
The narrative style of the passage, focused on the emotions of a central female character, seemed appealing. As one female
participant noted, “I like this passage better than the other two, but again, that’s because I like the sport of boxing. I’m
sure if someone liked jellyfish or … fairy tales, they’d like the other two better than this one.” Said another, “They should
make more passages like this. It keeps you focused.”
Enjoying the passage, however, seemed to have little effect on participants’ abilities to answer the associated items
correctly. Participants expressed pleasure in encountering the subject of boxing on a standardized test, but many still
stumbled over the specific vocabulary they encountered, such as “nostalgia,” “tenacious,” “capricious,” “petulant,”
and “heckling.” Some phrases also appear to have been specialized for those participants less familiar with boxing.
As one interviewer noted of a female participant in the middle score band, “The idea of a ‘physical reminder’ [line
4] was a confusing idea for her to grasp, so she guessed”—incorrectly—when answering the item related to the
phrase.
As with the short baseball passage on Wee Willie Keeler, however, the inclusion of additional context that is inherently
incorporated within a longer passage seemed to help participants to key the items correctly even when they experienced
difficulty with vocabulary or concepts raised in the passage as a whole. As one male participant in the high score band
noted, “The questions helped my understanding because you have to read the main parts over. Answering the questions
helped me focus.” Similarly, a different male participant in the high score band said that even when he was confused by
boxing terminology, such as “double hook” (Line 51), “work her corner” (Line 18), and “stay in the pocket and fight” (Line
23), answering the questions helped him “because I had to go back over the different parts of the story,” thereby increasing
the understanding of what he had read. In this way, the increased context provided by the passage for each item appeared
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Table 13 Performance on Sports Items by Level of Sports Interest
Interest in sports

Score band

5

High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200

4
3
2
1

Range of sports (% incorrect)

Mean sports (% incorrect)

Total students

Males

Females

25.00
0–33.33
0–50.00
0–33.33
0–75.00
22.22–44.44
0–11.11
N/A
25.00–55.56
11.11–33.33
0–55.56
75.00
0–33.33
N/A
N/A

25.00
11.57
31.35
11.57
33.68
28.70
5.56
N/A
35.19
22.22
29.45
75.00
9.72
N/A
N/A

1
6
7
6
8
9
2
0
3
3
5
1
8
0
0

1
5
5
4
3
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
6
0
0

0
1
2
2
5
7
2
0
3
3
3
1
2
0
0

to help participants decode words or phrases that they might otherwise have found confusing, perhaps contributing to
the low levels of DIF observed in the items associated with this passage during the quantitative phase of the study.
Performance on Sports Items by Level of Sports Interest
In addition to the qualitative feedback collected during the think-aloud portions of the interview, each participant was
asked a number of questions during the posttest survey about interest and involvement in sports. The research team
reviewed all participant responses and made categories of sports interest according to the number of activities mentioned
and the enthusiasm expressed toward sport-related topics in the poststudy survey. Interest level was categorized on a 5point scale ranging from 5 (a high interest in sports) to 1 (a low interest in sports). The sports interest level of the participants
in this study covered the full range of the scale with participants in each category. Interest in sports was then examined by
each participant’s score band, gender, and the percentage of sports items that were answered incorrectly to seek patterns
in performance. Because so few sports items appeared on each 18-item test form—four items on Test 1 and nine items on
Test 2—it was determined that answering an item incorrectly provided more useful information about whether interest
in sports factored into performance, as opposed to skipping the items or answering them correctly.
Of the 13 participants who indicated the highest interest in sports (interest level = 5), there were significantly more
males than females, as seen on the left side of Table 13, with 10 males and three females represented. Among the participants who indicated the highest interest in sports, there was a range of ability levels, with some participants in each
score band reporting the highest interest, although there was only one such participant in the high score band. Notably,
there was no discernible pattern in performance according to score band or gender in this group of students. Interest in or
aversion to the sports material appeared to have no discernible effect on performance in answering these sports questions.
More females than males reported a moderately high level of interest in sports (interest level = 4)—14 females, nine
males—as seen on the right side of Table 13. There was a fairly even division of participants by score band in the moderate
interest in sports, with six participants in the high score band, eight in the middle score band, and nine in the low score
band. Again, there appears to be no distinguishable pattern with regard to gender or performance. Instead, the participants
in the high score band performed better than the students in the low score band, with participants in the high score band
answering fewer sports items incorrectly than students in the low score band. From these data, it seems fair to say that
participants who indicated a high interest in sports did not appear to have an advantage in answering the items with sports
content. Nor were participants with a low interest in sports at a disadvantage.
Five students (all female) indicated a medium interest in sports (interest level = 3). This group displayed a range of
performance on sports items, with those in the high score band performing better than those in the low score band, as
seen in Table 13. The performance on sports items in this small group of participants does not indicate any unexpected
patterns of performance. The participants in the high score band performed better than participants in the low score band,
answering fewer sports items incorrectly.
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More females—seven females, two males—indicated a moderately low interest in sports (interest level = 2), as seen on
the left side of Table 13. Among this group, there was no apparent pattern on the performance of sports items according
to either score band or gender, although the student (a female) who answered the most sports items incorrectly was in the
lowest score band.
When examining participants who ranked in the lower levels of interest in sports (interest level = 2 or 1), the gender
split is more balanced: nine females, eight males. Participants with a lower level of sports interest were more likely to be
in the high score band, yet this low interest appears to have had no effect on their performance. The participants in the
high score band answered few or no items incorrectly, as opposed to participants in the middle or low score band, who
answered more sports items incorrectly.
An interesting pattern did emerge among the participants who indicated the lowest interest in sports (interest
level = 1)—six males, two females—as seen on the right side of Table 13. All eight participants who reported the lowest
interest in sports were in the high score band, and they performed well on the items with sports content, answering few
or no items incorrectly.
Participants may have loved sports, but they did not appear to perform better on items with sports content as a result.
Also, there was no observable difference by gender when matched for ability.
Science Content in Sentence Completion Items
For the science SNCPs, comprehension of vocabulary remained critical to performance. Even among high-ability students,
the more challenging vocabulary caused several students to pause. For example, on both the camouflage item and its
variant (Item 6 on both sample tests), the vocabulary in the options appeared to pose the greatest challenge to keying the
item correctly, with some male and female participants noting the following specific words as causing difficulty: “facile,”
“paltry,” “camouflage,” “fortuitous,” and “tractability.”
For the leopard seal item, which had shown C DIF against females in the quantitative phase of the study, it appeared that
much of the issue rested with vocabulary. The very concept of a leopard seal—bringing together the opposite concepts
of “leopard” and “seal,” predator and prey, within the name of one animal—was pointed out as “extremely confusing”
by some female participants. By contrast, males seemed to have an easier time skimming past the name of the animal
to answer the question by eliminating all options except “agile,” thereby reaching the key more easily. As one female
interviewer said of a male participant in the middle score band, “At first, he could not read ‘agile’ correctly, then after
repeating it over, said, ‘Oh, AGILE! Duh!’ and correctly chose it as the answer. He said this question was medium difficulty
because ‘agile’ messed him up at first, then it hit him what it was.” The same process was observed with a male participant
in the high score band in answering Item 6 on Test 2: “He had not learned about frogfish but had learned about camouflage
with chameleons . . . . What made the question easy was ‘camouflage.’ What made the question harder was not knowing
the definitions of ‘paltry’ and ‘tractability.’”
Vocabulary was particularly critical to performance in the case of science vocabulary placed into a nonscience context.
For example, in the item on Coney Island (Item 8 on Test 1), one male participant in the low score band observed, “What
made the question harder was that I felt ‘systematized’ and ‘eclipsed’ were hard to use in that situation.” Several males in
all three score bands noted that it was hard to select the correct answer from the options because the words were not what
they had expected. One female participant in the middle score band in the study refused outright to answer the item, on
the basis of its vocabulary, although it should be noted that she had experienced increasing difficulty with the vocabulary
in all the SNCPs up to this point.
With regard to political pundits (Item 8 on Test 2), many male and female participants seemed to expect a key that
would mirror the wording in the stem, “strong and widespread,” yet were slow to select “seismic” as the correct answer
because of a lack of familiarity with the word. Several male and female participants noted that the vocabulary in the
options of the political pundits item was “difficult” and “different from what I’d expect.” Said one male participant in the
high score band, “After reading it [the question], I had an idea that it had to be something enormous or grand and I
thought ‘seismic’ but I have never seen it used in that way.” Some participants skipped the question completely because
they did not know the words—not only “seismic” but also “amorphous” and “elliptical”—and “didn’t want to risk getting
the answer wrong” (to borrow the words of a female participant in the middle score band). Most of all, though, female
participants seemed to have somewhat lesser familiarity than their male peers with the term “pundit,” which appeared in
the item’s stem, reflecting the item’s performance in the quantitative phase of the study, where it had shown C DIF against
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females. As one female participant in the middle score band noted, “I didn’t know what a pundit was, so I was forced to
guess.”
Along similar lines, several female participants reported difficulty with the glaciers SNCP (Item 5 on Test 1), which
had shown C DIF against females in the quantitative phase of the study, because the key “considerable” was, again, not
what they had expected in this context. In this case, female participants found the key “considerable” to be insufficiently
scientific. Several female participants noted that the nonscientific nature of the key “threw [them] off.” Said one female
participant in the middle score band, the “wording of the question was confusing” largely because of the use of nonscientific vocabulary in the options. This perceived mismatch between the expected key and the actual key was not exclusive
to female participants. Some male participants also said that they found the lack of scientific vocabulary to be puzzling,
with one male noting that he could understand scientific material better “when scientific terms were used.” One male in
the high score band who had studied geology said that the answer to the glaciers item “wasn’t immediately clear” because
none of the options seemed “right” for the context. Such reactions were in contrast to responses for the jazz variant of the
item (Item 5 on Test 2), for which male and female participants reported difficulty—“some words mean similar things
like undetectable/debatable so it’s trying to trick me”—but these challenges were more easily resolved and the item more
easily keyed by both male and female participants across all three score bands.
From this evidence, it appears that both male and female participants were trying to key the SNCPs based on the
words that they felt should appear in the blanks. When the type of vocabulary used in the stems and the options did not
match expectations—for example, when science vocabulary appeared in a nonscience context or nonscience vocabulary
appeared in a science context—this shift affected the keyability of the item, regardless of the participant’s gender.

Science Content in SAT Critical Reading Passages
While lack of familiarity with vocabulary had a more significant effect on participants’ abilities to select the correct keys
for the SNCPs, it also played an important role in participants’ performances on questions associated with short reading
passages. For example, female participants in the high score band noted of Cnidaria, which appeared on Test 2, “The big
science words confused me,” and “What made the passage confusing was that a lot of the words are hard to say.” One
female participant in the high score band singled out “mesoglea” and “radial symmetry” in particular as needing further
explanation. Other male and female participants across all three score bands stumbled over “cnidarians,” “anemones,”
“nematocysts,” and “coelom.” Interviewers noted of several participants that they “had a lot of trouble sounding out the
difficult biology vocabulary,” which most had not encountered before. Said one female participant in the middle score
band, “It was too technical and the words were too hard to pronounce.” One interviewer wrote of a female participant
in the middle score band, “She worked hard at pronouncing the difficult science jargon, but I could tell that she was
frustrated,” and she answered both questions incorrectly. Many participants sighed, fidgeted, fumbled, complained—even
those who indicated scientific interests deep enough to be contemplating future careers in science and medicine.
At the same time, participants were clear that answering the items helped their understanding of the Cnidaria passage
as a whole, often making the difference between guessing and engaging in an educated selection among the different
options. Noted one male participant in the high score band, “Answering the questions made it easier to understand the
passage because finding the main point means you can use that to understand facts you don’t know.” Along the same lines,
a female in the middle score band noted that answering the questions “made me look at the purpose and not get confused
about the words I don’t know.” This same female participant had particular trouble with the word “dibloblastic,” but she
was able to interpret the word’s meaning by answering Item 10 about the creature’s organization and, in so doing, key the
item correctly.
That increased context helped both male and female participants work through challenging material and find the
correct keys for the items was particularly evident in the long passage about Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, which
appeared on Test 1. Of all the study passages included in the cognitive interviews, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle was
undoubtedly the most challenging, with strong negative affective responses to the passage reported by most participants.
Many commented in the posttest survey that they “hated reading about it,” with a male in the low score band noting that
he found the passage “boring and pointless.” To quote a sampling of students, “I don’t think anyone could understand it”
and “I find it really boring. There’s only a couple things I like about science and definitely not SAT passages about science.
Those kill me.”
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Perhaps because both male and female participants struggled with the material, they often answered the associated
items incorrectly. Many participants did not even try to deduce the correct answer but simply gave up and guessed.
Even participants whose official SAT-CR score band was high often answered the items associated with the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle passage incorrectly. Significantly, males appeared to struggle just as much as females did, and, when
matched for ability, performance was comparable on these items. Interviewers reported males “taxed, yawning, squirming, mumbling” just as much as females. As one male participant in the low score band noted, “Most of that stuff was
confusing. I am just not into science.”
Again, much of the difficulty appears to have derived from the specific vocabulary in the passage. Participants’ lack of
familiarity with the vocabulary was evident in the interview transcripts. They stumbled when reading aloud not just the
scientific terms but also words such as “frenetic,” “intrinsically,” “quiescent,” and “relinquishing.” Several male and female
participants across all three score bands noted that they did not understand many of the words in either the passage or the
items. One female interviewer noted of a male participant in the low score band, “This interview was fascinating in that the
student appeared to misunderstand much of the material based on the amount of misreading of words, word substitution,
and the frequent mispronouncing of other words.” One female participant in the middle score band stated that she found
the passage to be “extremely difficult as well as uninteresting and confusing” because of the “scientific jargon.” Another
female participant in the middle score band complained that there were “too many scientific words, making it difficult to
understand”; the same female participant said that answering the items made her more confused about the meaning of the
passage, not less. Yet another female participant in the low score band said that answering the questions did not help her
to understand the passage because she “had to look at the passage in depth more than necessary, and that was confusing.”
Such statements were contrary to participants’ responses regarding the items for other reading passages, in which the
majority of both male and female participants commented that answering the items had assisted in their understanding
of the passage as a whole. Yet for Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, participants complained that they just “couldn’t relate
to it.” As one female participant in the high score band commented, “This is a reading test but it felt more like trying to
understand science. It felt like a science lesson. If I knew it [the content], it would’ve been easier.”
Knowing the content, however, did not necessarily help, and participants were not good predictors of their own performance. Some participants who stated that they believed prior knowledge of the topic helped them to answer the items
correctly actually performed quite poorly; such participants also tended to misidentify the subject of the passage as being
chemistry instead of physics. One female participant in the low score band who stated that she “enjoys science” and the
passage “didn’t bother me” answered only three of the eight associated items correctly. This same participant was described
by the interviewer as fidgeting and sighing loudly while reading the passage, with body language that belied her assertions
that she felt confident answering the items. By contrast, a female participant in the high score band who expressed much
intimidation and anxiety about science described this particular passage as “a punchy, entertaining read” and answered
most items correctly. This participant stated that the author’s use of similes and metaphors helped her understanding of
the challenging material. She, like several other high-scoring female participants in the study, easily answered the item
referencing “velocities” because of her knowledge that “speed and velocity are synonyms.” In the quantitative phase of
the study, this particular item had exhibited B DIF against females—making it the item with the most significant DIF
against females within the context of this particular passage. In the cognitive interviews, however, the best predictor of
performance on this item, as on all the items associated with the reading passages, was neither gender, interest in, nor
aversion to the material but rather the participants’ actual SAT-CR performance as documented by their official SAT-CR
scores.
Performance on Science Items by Level of Science Interest
As with sports, each participant was asked a number of questions during the posttest survey about interest and involvement
in science. The research team reviewed all participant responses and made categories of science interest according to
the number of science activities mentioned and the enthusiasm expressed toward science-related topics in the poststudy
survey. As with sports, interest level was categorized on a 5-point scale ranging from 5 (a high interest in science) to 1 (a
low interest in science). No participants in the sample expressed an interest at the highest level (5), but there was a range
of interest reported in the other four categories.
In addition, high school transcripts and/or report cards were requested for each participant. Nearly all participants
provided a transcript, a report card, and/or a list of courses with grades. Information on the number and type of science
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Table 14 Performance on Science Items by Level of Science Interest

Interest in science
4
3
2
1

Score band

Range of
science
(% incorrect)

Mean
science
(% incorrect)

Total
students

Male

High 600–800
Middle 590–460
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200
High 600–800
Middle 590–480
Low 470–200

0–50.00
25.00–50.00
44.44
25–33.33
55.56
0–55.56
22.22–50.00
25.00–66.67
0–77.78
0–50.00
0–50.00
0–33.33

14.44
35.42
44.44
29.17
55.56
33.33
30.56
48.33
46.97
9.03
31.35
13.89

5
4
1
2
1
3
4
5
11
8
7
4

3
3
1
2
1
2
2
5
4
4
1
1

Female

Mean
science
exposure

Mean classroom
science
performance

2
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
7
4
6
3

High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium

3.75
3.11
3.33
3.34
3.00
2.67
2.71
2.58
2.91
3.31
3.50
3.04

classes taken, as well as performance in each class, was standardized by the research team because some schools provided
letter grades and some provided number grades. The small sample size also meant that information about science classes
was collapsed into a category of science exposure. (There were not enough data to make more specific categories about
science class information.) There were three levels of science exposure—high, medium, and low—according to the number of science classes participants had taken. Performance in each science class was estimated to fit a grade point average,
with 4 as the highest performing and 0 as failing.
Student interest in science was then examined by each student’s score band, gender, the number of science items that
participants answered incorrectly, and the range of science classes that each student had taken, along with their average
performances in those classes, to seek patterns in participants’ performances on the science items in the study. Because
so few science items appeared on each test form—nine items on Test 1 and four items on Test 2—it was determined
that answering an item incorrectly provided more useful information about whether interest in science factored into
performance on the science items, as opposed to skipping the items or answering them correctly.
As shown in Table 14, one half of the participants who reported a high level of interest in science (interest level = 4)
were in the high score band, with five participants in the high score band, four in the middle score band, and one in the low
score band. More males than females reported a high interest in science: seven males, three females. Science performance
on the science items seems to correlate with the score band for the males, with the participants who were in the higher
score band answering few or no science items incorrectly and participants in the middle and lower score band answering
more science items incorrectly. Not many females indicated a high interest in science, and there was no discernible pattern
among the female participants with regard to performance on the science items.
More males than females indicated that they had a moderate level of interest in science (interest level = 3), with five
males and one female. There is no striking pattern in this specific range of science interest on science performance, suggesting that there is no correlation in this score band between interest and performance. The same can be said for participants
in the low score band, though it should be noted that the performance on science items for participants in the low score
band is the most difficult to interpret.
That said, when reviewing participants who indicated a moderate to high level of science interest all together (interest
level = 4 or 3), there is a general pattern that participants who were in the high score band tended to answer fewer science items incorrectly. Participants in the high and middle score bands performed well on the science items, with more
participants in the high score band answering few to no items incorrectly. The majority of participants in the groups with
moderate to high interest in science who provided science class and performance data also had a high exposure to science via science classes. In this study, more male participants indicated a moderate or high interest in science than female
participants (12 males, 4 females). The data also show that student interest in science and science exposure are correlated,
though it should be noted that scientific exposure is not the same as science ability.
Participants who reported moderately low interest in science (interest level = 2) were spread across each score band,
but there were more participants in the low score band, as seen in Table 14. This group of participants had an equal number
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of males and females—nine males, nine females—but there were more females in the low score band (seven of the nine
females). Participants in the middle and low score bands displayed more range, answering more science items incorrectly.
Participants in the low score band answered the most science items incorrectly, with five of the six participants being
female.
The participants who reported the lowest level of science interest (interest level = 1) were fairly spread out in terms of
the score bands. As shown in Table 14, there were more females in this group: 15 females and six males. The females in
this group were spread among the score bands with the most being in the middle score band, whereas the males were
more likely to be in the high score band, with four of the six males in the high score band. There was a general correlation
between score band and the percentage of science items answered incorrectly. Participants in the high score band answered
few to no science items incorrectly, with the exception of one female who answered half of the science items incorrectly.
Participants in the middle and low score bands had more of a range of answering science items incorrectly. There were
two participants in the low score band answered all science items correctly. They both had been exposed to a high number
of science classes, but they did not have very strong grades in those classes. Participants in the low score band answered
the most science items incorrectly, with five of the six participants being female.
The data show no real correlation between interest in either science or sports and performance on items with such content. Instead, it would appear that participants’ interest in a particular topic (or lack thereof) did not have a measurable
effect on performance. This finding is contrary to earlier studies that found that test takers’ interests correlated with performance (Buck, Kostin, & Morgan, 2002; Carlton & Harris, 1992; Willingham & Cole, 1997). In this study, participants
may have stated that they loved sports or hated science, and they often stated that they believed this engagement made a
particular item easier or harder, but their actual performances seemed to be neither helped nor hindered by their affective responses. Participants did not appear to perform better on items associated with passages in which they expressed
interest. Nor were reading comprehension items related to science passages differentially more difficult for females than
for males when matched for ability, as had been shown to be the case in past studies (Doolittle & Welch, 1989; Lawrence
& Curley, 1989; Lawrence et al., 1988). Instead, participants seemed to perform well or poorly based on overall ability, as
measured by their official SAT-CR scores, rather than because they had any interest in or aversion to the specific topic of
the material on which they were being tested.
Possible Effect of Test-Taking Strategies
What did seem to have some effect on performances were the participants’ test-taking strategies, at least with regard to
items associated with the long passages for both sports and science. Particularly for the long passage on women’s boxing,
35% of the males skipped the passage completely in favor of immediately answering the items, compared with 6% of
the females. Eight-six percent of the females read the passage in full before answering the items (see Table 15). From
participants’ think-aloud remarks during the cognitive interviews, it would appear that some males were inspired with
false confidence by the sports content into thinking that reading the actual passage was unnecessary to their understanding
of the items. As one male participant who did not read the women’s boxing passage noted, “Watching boxing on TV made
the questions easy”—yet he answered most of the questions incorrectly. Similarly, a male participant in the low score
band who expressed a strong interest in boxing noted, “If I read the entire passage, I am liable to get bored and not focus.”
Another male participant in the middle score band explained that he could use his own background as an athlete to
answer—yet he too answered almost every item incorrectly. In such situations, participants’ familiarity with and interest
in the topic of the passage not only did not help them to answer the items, it might have led them to use a test-taking
strategy that was far from optimal in answering reading comprehension items, namely, not reading the passage on which
the items were based.
While similar test-taking strategies were observed with regard to the long science passage, fewer males were likely to
skip reading the passage on Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, likely because of the perceived greater complexity of the
material. The test-taking strategies used by both males and females to approach the long science passage were more comparable than for the long sports passage, as demonstrated by Table 16. That said, more females than males read and took
notes on the long science passage before tackling the items, with one female participant in the middle score band summarizing the main point of each paragraph and carefully noting it down on her test book. This suggests that females were
still more deeply engaged with the passage than their male peers before trying to answer the associated items. Although
the participants who skipped reading the passage tended to be in the low score band, and the participants who took notes
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Table 15 Test-Taking Strategies for Long Sports Passage by Gender
Strategy
Read passage first and took notes
Read passage first
Started passage, stopped, and skipped to items
Skipped passage completely

Males

Females

0
8
1
5

0
13
1
1

Males

Females

1
6
4
3

3
8
4
2a

Table 16 Test-Taking Strategies for Long Science Passage by Gender
Strategy
Read passage first and took notes
Read passage first
Started passage, stopped, and skipped to items
Skipped passage completely
a

One of these two female participants wore a hearing aid and had difficulty speaking and so declined to read the long passage aloud.

tended to be in the high score band, that was not universally true: Participants in the middle score band in particular used
a variety of strategies that spanned the full range of test-taking behaviors.
It is possible that these differences in test-taking strategies between males and females had a greater effect on their performances than any other factor, except for overall ability. Some males were even aware of the disadvantage that choosing
not to read the passage had created, with one male participant in the middle score band responding that a particular
passage-based item was “hard” because “I didn’t read the whole passage so trying to find the main idea of the passage
as a whole was difficult.” The small sample size makes it difficult to generalize, much less make strong causal statements.
Moreover, as previously noted, one of the limitations of the qualitative phase of the study was likely a certain lack of motivation, as participants were not taking a test that would be used in making high-stakes decisions. Nonetheless, the results
raise questions about whether gender differences in test-taking strategies may be correlated with the smaller levels of DIF
observed in reading comprehension items for long passages than in short passages or SNCPs. There was less pattern of
difference in how participants approached the short passages or the SNCPs; the different strategies seemed to apply to
the long reading passages only. It is possible that males “level the playing field,” so to speak, by approaching the SAT-CR
passages in a different, and ultimately less methodical, fashion than their female peers do. This could be an interesting
avenue for further study.
Conclusions and Recommendations
To revisit the research questions that inspired this study, we sought to examine the following:
•
•
•

If sports and science are to be included in the SAT-CR, what kinds of material are appropriate on which to base fair
and valid score-based inferences?
What constitutes specialized material for these content areas?
Does item type matter with regard to DIF? Namely, are there observable differences in performance on SNCP versus
reading-based items as well as on reading-based items for short passages versus long passages?

During the qualitative phase, we added additional research questions that had arisen during an analysis of the quantitative results:
•
•

What factors can help to provide explanations for the different levels of difficulty, discrimination, and DIF exhibited
by different SAT-CR items using sports and science content?
Do differences in students’ interest and familiarity with the material have an effect on performance?

From the data from both phases of the study, it would appear that most sports and science material of the sort used in
this study should be permissible in a skills test. Particularly in the context of a long passage, in which most information
that students need to answer an item is provided, very little of our material appears to be too specialized. From participants’
statements during the cognitive interviews, it seems clear, too, that interest in and/or familiarity with a subject has very
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little effect on performance on items associated with that subject. Instead, the real correlation is with overall ability. As
such, SAT-CR items with sports and science content are unlikely to yield appreciable differences in performance between
male and female test takers on their own; other factors have to be at work.
Indeed, very few of the research items, including those classified as C DIF, show significant differences between males
and females when matched for ability. Instead, much of the observed C DIF is artifactual and, therefore, would ideally
be ignorable. Many easy or hard items in this study are classified as C DIF using the MH statistic, suggesting that the
items discriminate against females even though the percentage difference between matched groups of males and females
(often as low as 5–6%) is smaller than the percentage difference observed in several middle delta items classified as B DIF.
This suggests that, for some items, the MH statistic is misleading, indicating greater differences in performance between
males and females than actually exist. This observation in some ways trumps the research questions with which we began
the study, because to answer those questions about gender differences, there first needs to be confidence that the system
used to identify C DIF items is providing actionable data. In this study, it was the use of STD-EISDIF in addition to MH
statistics that gave us the information needed to evaluate the performance of males and females when matched for ability.
On the basis of these observations, we make the following recommendations.
Recommendation 1: Consider using more than one type of statistic to evaluate differential item functioning.
In the quantitative phase of the study, a pattern of 5–6% difference between matched males and females was observed
for many items that were rejected from further use in testing on the basis of the MH statistic. This happens particularly for
easy and hard items, whereas many middle difficulty items that are acceptable for further use based on the MH statistic
show differences between matched groups of 10% or more when the STD-EISDIF statistic is used. Although it may be
preferable to throw out too many rather than too few items based on their pretest data, it would be better still to use
statistics that relate directly and accurately to the expected impact on a group’s performance. Perhaps the time has come
to reassess standard DIF analysis procedures using the MH statistic alone.
We particularly recommend that for easy and hard items STD-EISDIF data as well as MH data be taken into account
during IA. Perhaps procedures such as differential distractor functioning (DDF) could be implemented, as DDF examines
more than just the key, taking into account DIF on the distractors as well (Green, Crone, & Folk, 1989). Other methods
of DIF analysis have also been investigated and proposed: Mapuranga, Dorans, and Middleton (2008) explored a variety
of methods indexed by procedural complexity, computational intensity, and cost. That said, from a practical perspective,
none of these proposed methods is a perfect fix. It seems clear that devising new and efficient methods of DIF analysis
remains a compelling avenue for further research.
Recommendation 2: Carefully consider the amount of context that is provided with an item rather than just the
particular content of an item without consideration of context.
This seems particularly relevant for material that has a history of differential item performance. As noted in the ETS
Guidelines for Fairness Review of Assessments (ETS, 2009), “it may be appropriate to use a difficult word if … its meaning
is made clear by context.” By extension, it may be appropriate to use what might otherwise be considered a moderately
specialized or more than moderately specialized passage to assess reading comprehension skills if enough context is provided for test takers to use logical reasoning to answer the related questions, regardless of the test taker’s interest in, prior
study of, or general familiarity with the topic.
The same cannot be said about certain kinds of SNCPs. Ranging in length from 15 to 30 words, SNCPs appear not to
provide enough context for some test takers to sort through certain specialized language, or to use logic to deduce the
correct response when the topic is unfamiliar. This seems particularly true when an item is testing the knowledge of words
that have multiple meanings across different contexts. One observation of this study was that placing science vocabulary
into a nonscience context in an SNCP sometimes resulted in differential responses among matched males and females
(as compared to science vocabulary tested in a purely science context). By contrast, a more than moderately specialized
science passage in this study provided enough context in its 110 words for most test takers to select the correct answer for
each question, regardless of gender. The items accompanying the passage were not unduly hard, exhibited no DIF, and did
not appear to generate affective sources of variance; that is, negative emotional responses appeared not to interfere with
performance, as assessed through our cognitive interviews.
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Indeed, it is clear from both the quantitative and qualitative phases of this study that gender differences in performance
diminish when more, rather than less, context is provided for each item. A word or phrase that might come across as
confusing or specialized in a 15- to 30-word SNCP is made less so when used in the context of a full reading passage—and
items associated with the longest reading passages exhibit the smallest differences in performance among matched groups
of males and females, regardless of perceived specialization of topic. This finding is in keeping with prior research on
gender differences in performance, much of which was conducted on antonym and analogy item types, which used even
fewer words and provided even less context than SNCPs (see Carlton & Harris, 1992; Curley & Schmitt, 1993; Schmitt &
Bleistein, 1987).
Recommendation 3: When possible, use data to make decisions about test content believed to generate differential
item functioning rather than presume bias based on gender.
Both the quantitative and qualitative results of this study indicate that sports content is no longer “inside baseball” that
will advantage male test takers when matched for ability, despite widespread institutional belief to the contrary. Even with
the limitation of the number of items in the quantitative phase and the number of participants in the qualitative phase, it
was clear that sports content is, on the whole, appropriate for skills testing. Items with sports content no longer generate
the significant DIF that was observed when similar studies were conducted in the 1980s and 1990s. Instead, both male
and female participants in the qualitative study expressed pleasure and excitement when encountering sports material in
the context of a test, and performance, when matched for ability, was mostly comparable. For those sports items that did
generate significant DIF—whether measured by MH, STD-EISDIF, or both—other factors seemed to be in play, such
as the potentially confounding effect of statistics in the short baseball passage on Wee Willie Keeler or the confluence
of scientific and military terminology in the SNCPs about camouflage. It was outside the scope of this particular study
to examine multidimensional DIF; it is an area that would benefit from further investigation into why such complexity
results in differences that are not observed when the same content is tested on its own.
That is not to say that all sports and science passages are fair and valid when it comes to skills testing. Professional
judgment and, when possible, statistical data gathered from the population that will take the examination remain critical
in determining the appropriateness of items whose content has a history of differential performance for that population.
We can have confidence, however, that sports context alone is no longer likely to elicit affective sources of constructirrelevant variance. We also believe that providing increased context for answering both sports and science items will
enhance the likelihood that the items will be fair and valid by providing a sound basis for reasoning and deduction,
allowing test takers to understand, analyze, evaluate, and draw inferences from reading passages about varying topics,
regardless of interest in or familiarity with the topic. In the end, questions about who’s on first and what’s on second are
perhaps best answered by providing increased information. As in the famous Abbot and Costello comedy routine about
baseball, one-word answers too easily mislead—and in a testing environment, that’s no joke.
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